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MCCH Board KENTUCKY'S FY 2016 - FY 2022 RECOMMENDED HIGHWAY PLAN
"CONNECTIONS TO THE FUTURE"
sees positives
JANUARY 2016
from audit,
scorecard
By MORGAN WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
The
Murray-Calloway
County Public Hospital Board
of Trustees started the new year
off in a optimistic direction
Wednesday, hearing rep,orts
from Jeremy Penner and
George Eli on the balanced
scorecard and audit.
"I'm very pleased with the
progress we've made with this
hospital,the financial reports on
a monthly basis have kept us up
to date and it's no surprise that
we are doing well," said City of
Murray Mayor Jack Rose, who
also doubles as a Board member.
"The hospital received an
unqualified or clean audit, but
that's been the case since we
started work here," said Greg
Eli, a CPA who presented the
2015 audit report. "We were
pleased to report that there were
no material or significant deficiencies, with very few audit
adjustments.
"With this hospital, you all
have a much stronger balance
sheet than you did even a few
years ago," Eli added."You had
positive earnings again this year
as with last and have built-eash
steadily for the past few years."
"The success is due to strong,
positive leadership and the
tough decisions that had to be
made are paying off," Rose
said.
"I appreciate the progress
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MATTHEW G.BEVIN
GOVERNOR
COMMONVVF.ALTH OF KENTUCKY
Images by (clockwise from left) Kentucky Transportation Cabinet and Ledger & Times file photos
State Rep. Kenny Imes said he began having a good feeling about Gov. Matt Bevin's 2016-2022 Recommended Highway Plan when he saw the front cover
of the presentation that had an image of the construction project underway for the new Eggners Ferry Bridge over Kentucky Lake. He was feeling even better
when he saw what was inside as it listed a project Calloway countians have sought for many years, the four !ening of U.S. 641 South from the Murray city
limits (top right), which Bevin promoted during several campaign stops last year (lower right).

541 South In Bevin road plan

See MCCH Page 2
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But the ministry Jesus has
received ,is as superior to
theirs [Those who served as
priests in Old Testament
times.] as the covenant of
which he is mediator is superior to the old one, and it is
founded on better promises.
Hebrews 8:6
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Biggest project locally receives
high-priority stamp for '16-'22
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
During his campaign for Kentucky
governor in 2015, Matt Bevin came to
Calloway County three times and each
time said the same thing.
A proposed four larking of U.S. 641
South from Murray to Hazel would be a

;priority if he was elected governor.
Wednesday, now about month into his
time as the Commonwealth's chief executive, he showed he was serious. After
the project had been dropped from
Kentucky's road plan in 2014, it was not
only put back in play when Bevin
announced his recommended 2016-2022
Highway Plan,but it was given the highest-priority status possible.
"That's about as set in'stone as you can
get," said 5th District state Rep. Kenny
Imes(R-Murray), who was in the Capitol
in Frankfort Wednesday to hear Bevin

announce his plan."I don't think you can
imagine how huge this day is. After so
many years (all the way back to the
1980s of being on road plan books), I
think it's really going to happen this time.
"The thing is, when (Bevin) was here
during his campaign, he didn't make an
absolute commitment. Everything to him
is related to infrastructure and how it's
going to affect economic development in
this state and when he went and looked at
the area, he didn't just look at it as a
Calloway County project but something
that had the potential to go well beyond

here.
"That's how he looked at every one of
the projects that are on this plan. They
had to have strong potential for economic
development."
Imes said the 641 South project was
one of two major projects he was hoping
to have included with Bevin*s plan. The
other was a bypass for KY 80 at
Mayfield. Both were included for a plan
with a cover page that Imes said, upon
viewing it for the first time, made him feel
0- See 641 SOUTH Page 2
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & limes

Wellness Consortium discusses
plan to 'Lighten Up Calloway'
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
The
Murray-Calloway
County Wellness Consortium
began laying out its plan to
fight one of its main targets obesity - in a meeting
Wednesday morning.
Along with a new media

Murray-Calloway Courity
Wellness Consortium ;CoChair Keena Miller disPlays a
plastic water bottle that people can taken with them for
refilling throughout the day, as
Nicole Hudson, the
Consortium's Obesity Task
Force coordinator, watches
the presentation during
Wednesday's meeting ofthe
group. The water bottle is part
of the Lighten Up Calloway
County initiative.

campaign called "Lighten Up
Calloway!," some pieces of
which are already being heard
on local radio,the Consortium
has formed what it believes is
an easy-to-follow "stoplight"
setup to specifically focus on
consumption of sugary
drinks. The "Rethink Your
)0 See CONSORTIUM Pegs 2
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Cable Commission adopts
resolution honoring Wells

City of Murray
Cable Commission
Chairman John
Yates reads a resolution Wednesday
honoring former
Mayor and longtime Cable
Commission member and former
Chairman Bill
Wells, who died
Saturday at the
age of 70.

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
At a time of sorrow and remembrance for the many groups,
committees and government entities the late Bill Wells served, it
was the City of Murray Cable Commission's turn to honor the
tormer mayor Wednesday.
By unanimous vote, the commission adopted a resolt1sOn of
commendation for Wells, who served that group for'17 years;
starting in 1993. He would go on to serve as chairman for 10 of
See CABLE Poo.2
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•CABLE...
west wind 7 to 9 mph.
Saturday Night: Party
cloudy, with a low around 47.
South southwest wind around
9 mph.
Sunday: A slight chanee of
showers. Mostly cloudy, with a
high near 61. South southwest
wind 9 to 13 mph.
Sunday Night: A chance of
showers. Mostly cloudy, with a
low around 46. Southwest
wind 6 to 10 mph.
Monday: A slight chance of
showers. Parity sunny, with a
high neat 57. West southwest
wind around 7 mph becoming
south southeast in the afternoon.
Monday Night: A chance of
showers. Mostly cloudy, with a
low around 42. Southeast
wind 5 to 7 mph.
Tuesday: Showers likely
and possibly a thunderstorm.
Mostly cloudy, with a high near
56. Southeast wind 8 to 15
mph.
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iOaleSunny, with a high
"48.'West wind 6 to 8
mph.
Tilnight: Mostly clear,
witti'l loiv around 28. West
witid-around 5 mph becoming:cao in the evening.
,Fridify: Sunny, with a high
near 0. Calm wind becoming south around 5 mph in
the afternoon.
Friday
Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 38.
South southwest wind 5 to 8
mph.
Saturday: Sunny, with a
high near 59. South south-
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TOP: This shows the front of a card that describes what the stoplight colors of red, yellow and
green mean when it comes to one tracking the kind of drinks consumed during a day.
BELOW: This is the back of the card, showing where tracking numbers are installed.

•Wellness CONSORTIUM...
From Front
Drink" idea allows people to
track their progress on cards.
"This is not just for now,
though. This is all part of a fiveyear strategy, but I think this is a
great start," said Consortium
4-Chair Keena Miller of how
e Consortium was formed in
the past three years with the goal
to make Calloway County as
healthy a community as possible.
The county has ranked well in
recent statistics that attempt to
measure the health of all
Kentucky counties, but a prevailing notion has become that,
while it is good to rank high in
the Commonwealth, this is tempered by the fact that Kentucky,
as a state, ranks very low nationally. What the Consortium wants
is for Calloway to not just continue earning high marks within
Kentucky but to run with the
highest-ranking areas overall
nationally.
The Consortium is starting
small, targeting two specific
health areas - obesity and substance abuse - and focusing hard
on those areas for five years.
This was produced from a combination of a community-wide
survey among citizens as well as
a pair of meetings that involved
numerous community and business leaders.
"This is a very important thing
for this community," said Jerry
Penner, CEO of MurrayCalloway County Hospital. "In
doing something like this, you
see that there are a whole lot of
things here to kind of redo, but
the big question is,'How do you
put that together?'
"By doing it the way we're
doing it (targeting only a few
things at a time), I think people

may be more likely to (be
involved). That's what it's
designed for."
To add attention to the
"Rethink Your Drink" concept,
Miller said a challenge has been
incorporated into this for local
agencies, businesses, even
schools. Miller and Nicole
Hudson, who coordinates the
Obesity Task Force for the
Consortium, revealed that seven
groups have committed to this
activity, which consists of team
members submitting to blood
sugar measurements before the
challenge begins and again after
the challenge concludes, three
months later.
"We're developing a tool kit,"
Hudson said, referring to the
tracking card that shows traffic
light colors of red, yellow and
green. "Red is the color of the
drinks we want you to stay away
from (soft drinks, sports drinks,
sweetened coffee or tea, even
juice drinks), and what this does
is give you a chance to track
how many of these you may
consume in a day. The idea is
that during the challenge, you
trim your amounts by half, so if
you're drinking, say, 10 (soft
drinks) a week, you'll want to
cut that down to five."
Yellow represents diet sodas,
artifically sweetened beverages
of less than 25 calories per 8ounce serving, as well as 100percent fruit juice. The most
desired color is green, which is
for water, skim milk and
unsweetened tea or coffee.
Local groups taking the "Rethink Your Drink"challenge are
Murray Electric System, the
City of Murray, MCCH,Murray
Independent School District
(with 1,100 participants, most of
any group), Calloway County
Health Department, Pella and

Murray State University.
"I was talking with someone
from Murray Electric over the
weekend about this and he said
he is already marking on his
card," Miller said. "What was
more exciting to hear, though, is
that he said there were other
guys there who had been against
doing this at first. Now,they're
really into it."
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•In addition, Mayor Jack Rose
informed the Commission that
Janice Thompson, a former
Commission member, who has
previously served,as chief operations officer at,Murray State
4, *
University (involving extensive
The substance abuse battle work with MSU's phone sysalso spent time in the spotlight tem), is being brought before
Wednesday with one presenta- the City Council as the choice
tion immediately receiving to join the Commission, thus
strong attention.
filling Clendenen's vacancy.
This was the annual survey The measure will require the
that Calloway County Alliance Council's approval.
for Substance Abuse Prevention
"She would be very knowluses to measure the amount of edgeable, having been on the
drug and alcohol use among Commission before, as well as
local students, of both the with her experience at Murray
Calloway
County
School State," Yates said. "Hopefully,
District and MISD. ASAP this will get us back to full
Executive Director Michelle
strength."
Hansen gave those results to the
Rose said Thompson was
Consortium and said several catselected after a search of candiegories showed drops in use.
dates by a committee.
"Just for 10th graders in 2014
"I want to find the best people
(now high school seniors), we
we can have on these commitwere seeing decreases in the
tees and groups," Rose told the
amount of 30-day drinking,twoCommission. He had been on
week binge drinking, 30-day
the committee that selected
drunkeness and the ease of
Thompson for appointment.
obtaining alcohol," Hansen said.
"John, I think you are a great
"Also, we saw drops in 30-day
leader for this group and I just
cigarette use and the ease of getwanted to say that I appreciate
ting to cigarettes. We also saw a
all of you for what you do."
drop in the ease of obtaining
*
marijuana.
Yates also updated the
"If you recall, this came after
there had been a wet/dry vote Commission on what he has
here in Murray and we weren't heard is the status of the potenreally sure what (survey num- tial takeover of Time Warner
by
Charter
bers) would be. As this shows,it Cable
Communications.
He
said,
from
didn't jump like we thought it
looking
into
the
subject
this
would. We really thought that
would happen with marijuana week, it appears this is going to
use but we're just not seeing that happen sometime in the spring,
yet. We know there is still a lot but it will probably be 2017
of work to be done, though."• before local establishments start
switching to the Charter label.

United
Way
United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County
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Commission
members
approved one other measure
during Wednesday's meeting.
One was the annual election
of officers with Yates again
being elected to remain as chair.
The position of vice chair
required a new person be elected after the departure of
Thomas Clendenen before the
end of 2015, due to health
issues. Brenda Rowland was
selected to fill that spot.

▪ *
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Cintleris .....

those years before he was elected mayor in 2010 at which time
he departed the commission to
handle his new duties.
Current Chairman John Yates
drafted the document.
"After being elected mayor in
2010, be continued to attend the
meetings to show his support of
the work of the commission,"
Yates read. "After his term as
mayor of the City of Murray
expired, he continued to attend
the monthly meetings because
he felt strongly regarding the
mission of the Murray Cable
Commission.
"The City of Murray Cable
Commission offers its sincerest
condolences to his family upon
his passing on Jan. 23,2016 and
will miss his guidance and leadership as we continue to fulfill
the legacy of the vision that he
had for the work of the Cable
Commission."
Yates said the next plan is to
have the document framed and
presented to Wells' family. '
In addition, Tina Cox of
Murray Electric System said
that utility's cable television
outlet - - Channel 15 locally will air Wells' memorial service
live at 2 p.m. Saturday from
Murray First United Methodist
Church. She said this is made
possible by Channel 15 already
being situated to air Sunday
morning services from FUMC.
ace

Images courtesy of Murray-Calloway County Hospital
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1.641 SOUTH...
projects leading up to 2021," Rose
said, referring to how $3 million is
that what was inside the cover page
slated for work slated for this year
would be quite pleasing.
and both 2018 and 2019 carry projwas a picture of the Eggners
ects each calling for $75 million."I
Ferpy Bridge project," lines said of
am glad it is back on the plan,to be
the_nearly
:
completed construction
sure, and that quite a few things of
of the ri,ert, Eggners Ferry Bridge
it are in the short time frame like
thi44.1:atri U.S. 68/KY 80 over
that. Let's also remember, though,
Kentucky Lake between Aurora
and Fenttin. 'That said a lot and I that the House and Senate have to
think that told what he was trying to approve everything.
"One thing I've said from the
say, that this whole stare has potential, not just the bigger cities. I beginning of his term is that we
thought,that was petty impressive, don't need to go backward with
this. We've got to get this moving
actually,"
The 641 South plan is divided forward."
Imes said that because these are
nit° tWQ Parts on the plan. One is a
six-year
plans they are designed to
1-nille widening project that is targeted,for 2017 from a bridge at the roll over, even if the governor who
Claits River back to the Murray assembled the plan is not re-electcity limits. That will lead to the ed.
Rose, though, was also quite
more extensive portion of the project, obvering the remaining stretch interested in three other projects
of 641'South from that bridge just that were listed in Bevin's plan
%Judi.of Murray to the Te
is
=WA
state line at Hazel with someof
wort scheduled to start later this the Five Points intersection, calling
eat but the majority scheduled to for more than $3.1 million to be
start in 2017 and continue through used in 2017 and another $2 million-plus in 2019.
2021.
Next is a project Rose said has
All told,the entire project is slated to account for more than $76 been a main priority of his - the
Million of the $6 billion in projects establishment of a business loop
Bevin's whole plan details.
from Glendale Road to Industrial
"I think Gov. Bevin is committed Road for later this year for $3.8 milto this project and I think his plan lion. Finally is a proposed pedestrishows it," said Calloway County an overpass for students and others
Judge/Executive Larry Elkins to cross North 16th Street on the
Wednesday afternoon,one day after Murray State University campus,
Etevin made his first major speech starting in 2017 and going through
as governor, his budget address. "I 2018 for a total of $85 million.
actually was in Frankfort (Tuesday
"That's interesting right there,"
night) for that and was able to talk Rose said, obviously surmised at
to the
- 7 sr and what he told me the overpass being on the plan."All
y's revelation of I can say is that I'm hoping to see
encouraging, that it action on these."
•
•• significant funding
The 641 South project perhaps
I project."
began gaining momentum beyond
City xif-Pfurray Mayor Jack Rose Calloway County early last year
also wasencouraged with what he when
the
Area
Purchase
was hearing from Bevin's plan but Development District's annual
did have reservations about one transportation priority rankings of
part of it. In the second part of the the top 32 projects in the district
641 South project, the biggest part showed the one-mile project from
of it, $50 million in fact, are slated
Clarks River to Murray as No. 1
for 20'2i, which would be a year and the four inning
to Tennessee as
afterBeKin's first term concludes.
No. 3. A state ranking showed the
"I would like to know what exact641 South projects fifth and sixth.
ly is goingto be done with the other
•

From Front

• Helping families understand their budgets and
finances
1 1 1 ti,1111111
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Spacious 3 bedroom brick ranch with a convenient
location! This home features 3 separate living areas, very
spacious rooms with hardwood, private backyard setting
with deck, workshop area with electricity, and over 2,100
square feet of living area. Owner wants offer & immediate
possession is available! MLSO 83128 $109,500
vrww.murraykyrealestate.com
/11 \lain 'IL

Rick Roan
270-2113-1414

70-7;1_ 1222
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Cox also answered an inquiry
from Rowland about a loss of
local channels on MES' system
Friday during a winter storm
that struck Murray. She said
technicians from MES discovered tears in a fiber-optic line
between Mayfield and Murray,
probably created by cold temperatures. She said MES technicians worked through the
weather and were able to restore
WPSD, WSIL, KBSI and
1KFVS.
Also, Cox said MM. phone
partnership with E-Tel is being
discontinued after 15 years. She
said E-Tel customers can keep
their arrangement as long as
they want as the new system is
rolled out for landline customers.
She estimated that this would
go into effect in between 30 and
45 days. III
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PAHA to manage Maiden Alley Cinim
and Columbia Theatre collaborat

I I
-I BOOK CLUB
REVIEW

Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH - A new non-profit entity has been established to
supervise and manage the future
collaboration of Maiden Alley
Cinema and the Columbia
Theatre as well as the restoration
project being undertaken to renovate the landmark Columbia
Theatre.
"Our goal for the ultimate
partnership of Maiden Alley
Cinema and the Columbia
Theatre has led us to a new entity that will serve as the governing board for both theatres when
the two are functioning as 'sister'
theatres,"
said
Darlene
Marrone, co-chair of the
Columbia Theatre Restoration
project.
"We have established the
Paducah Art House Alliance
board. At present this group will
direct the Columbia Theatre
restoration project and will
eventually serve as the governing body for the two theatres
when they are both operating in
tandem. For now, the primary
goal of this board will be the

By Sandy Linn
Guest Writer

Destiny of the
Republic: A Tale of
-Madness, Medicine and
the Murder of a
President

by Candice Millard
Destiny of the Republic: A Tale of Madness,
Medicine and the Murder of a President is
January's selection for the CCPL Fort Donelson
Community Discussion Group.
CCPL's
Fort
Donelson
Community
Discussion Group is a collaborative effort
between the Calloway County Public Library
and Fort Donelson National Battlefield and was
created for lovers of American history with a
special focus on the Civil War. Discussions are
led by Fort Donelson National Battlefield Chief
of Interpretation, Doug Richardson and feature
nonfiction and biography titles about historic
events and people that have shaped the United
States. The group recently began its fifth year
with Candice Millard's Destiny of the Republic:
A Tale of Madness, Medicine and the Murder of
a President.
Destiny of the Republic: A Tale of Madness,
Medicine and the Murder of a President offers
readers a fascinating look at the life and death of
James Abram Garfield,one of the "most extraordinary men" ever elected president.
James A Garfield was born into abject poverty.
His mother, Eliza Garfield, struggled to provide
for her family after the death of her husband.
Eliza's "greatest ambition for James was an education." At first he resisted this ambition, but
after a brief time as a canal man, he decided to
pursue an education. When he was accepted to
Western Reserve Eclectic Institute, he could not
afford tuition. Determined to continue his education, he convinced the school to allow him to
work as a janitor in exchange for his education.
Garfield was such a talented student and "so
vigorously did he apply himself during his first
year at Eclectic, that by the second year, the
school had promoted him from janitor to assistant professor."
Garfield went on to become "a Civil War hero,
and a renowned and admired reformist congressman. Nominated for president against his
will, he engaged in a fierce battle with the corrupt political establishment. Four months after
his inauguration, Charles Guiteau, a deranged

complete renovation of the
Columbia."
"There has been a lot of confusion about the relationship
between Maiden Alley Cinema
and the Columbia at this point in
time," Landee Bryant-Greene,
executive director of Maiden
Alley Cinema, said. "I've had
lots of people ask me about the
competition of the renovated
Columbia. They were under the
impression that the two theatres
would operate independently of
each other. But the plan is just
the opposite. Both Maiden Alley
and the Columbia will be partner
theatres and will coordinate
film, music, and performances
under one management. It will
be the very best of two worlds.
"This will allow us to greatly
enhance our ability to offer a
greater variety of film and music
entertainment with the addition
of three more movie screens and
two stages. We will also have
the ability, after the opening of
the Columbia, to present film
and programming throughout
the day, which at present we are

unable to do at Mat'
iley
Cinema. The additi**;
amazing theatre spade at
.the
Columbia will open nOttrictidible opportunities for uewapotic
endeavors downtown.
very exciting."
The Columbia Theat.pa.sJust
completed an asbestot Attement process as one Of,tlin_first
steps in the enviropt;oental
cleanup of the theatre. The., .next
step will be to address the stabilization and renovation of the
exterior to protect the *dills
from further deterioration and to
prepare the theatre for the reno-

vation process.

..

The board has also released
the 2016 Columbia Theatre calendar, which is on sale at a number of locations in Paducah. The
calendar includes many historic
photos of the early years of.the
theatre along with several'ntw
pieces of art created by local
photographers and artists.
Updates on the Columbia project and locations for purchase of
the calendar are available at
www.savethecolumbia.org.

Special to the Ledger
office seeker tracked Garfield down and shot
him in the back." The shot did not kill Garfield,
in fact Millard notes, Garfield should have been
able to survive his injuries had it not been for the
"bitter behind-the-scenes struggle over his medical care and the team of physicians who administered shockingly archaic treatments, to disastrous effect."
Millard's meticulous research and strong narrative drive captures readers at the first page.
One group member stated "I was immediately
drawn into the book and simply couldn't put it
down! As a student, I would have loved history
class so much more if Candice Millard had been
Destiny of the
writing the history books!"
Republic: A Tale of Madness, Medicine and the
Murder of a President is highly recommended,
especially for readers who enjoy non-fiction and
biographies.
Candice Millard is a former writer and editor
for National Geographic magazine. In addition
to Destiny of the Republic: A Tale of Madness.
Medicine and the Murder of a President, she is
also the author of The River of Doubt: Theodore
Roosevelt's Darkest Journey,both of which were
New York Times bestsellers.
To learn more about CCPL's Fort Donelson
Community Discussion Group, please visit
CCPL at 710 Main Street, Murray, KY 42071 or
online at www.callowaycountylibrary.org.

as the Senior Principal
Paducah Symphony
Associate Concertmaster of
Orchestra is set to perform
the Dallas Symphony since
Sibelius Violin Concerto
2002. In addition, the
with guest violinist Gary
Russian born Julliard gradLevinson on Saturday,
uate spent 13 years with the
February 20, at 7:30 pm at
New York Philharmonic
the Carson Center.
and appears as a regular
Levinson has enjoyed a
Western
recitalist
in
multifaceted career as a
Europe, Carnegie Hall and
soloist, chamber musician
various music festivals
and teacher. In 2013 he
across the globe.
accepted the prestigious
Intensely
virtuosic,
post of Artistic Director of
Sibelius' Violin Concerto is
the Chamber Music Society
both a dramatic and,deeply
of Forth Worth. Praised for
moving work.
Photo provided
his intense musicality and
Single tickets are
program
also includes able online or by .calling
by Levinson's
adroit
technique
American and European Prokofiev's Romeo & Juliet Suite No.2 and the
office 'at
PSO
critics, Levinson has served Hanson's Symphony No.5.
270.444.0065. III
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Self-taught painter, sculptor Thornton Dial dies
McCALLA, Ala. (AP) —
Self-taught artist Thornton Dial,
who transformed discarded junk
into sculpture and painted in
bright colors and bold lines, has
died at his home in Alabama. He
was 87.
Maria May, of the Africanart-preservation
American
group the Souls Grown Deep
Foundation, said Dial's family
passed along the information
that the artist died Monday near
Birmingham.
Born in 1928 to sharecroppers
in rural west Alabama near the
Mississippi line, Dial made
things from materials he found
for years. His work frequently
dealt with history, politics and
race relations.
After working for decades in a
boxcar factory, Dial came to
wide attention in the art world in
1987 when he met Atlanta collector Bill Arnett through another self-taught artist who lived in
Birmingham, Lonnie Holley.
Arnett said Dial began pulling
works out of an old poultry
house the first time he visited
the artist.
"I knew I was witnessing
something great coming out of
that turkey coop," Arnett, who
began the Souls Grown Deep
Foundation, said in a statement.
"I didn't know at the time that it

Paid holidays and

vacapqi
health and dental
plans, are all part ofan
excellent.; • •
benefit package!

ADVERTISING SALES REPRESENTATIVE
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently accepting resumes for energetic, outgoing
individuals for Advertising Sales Representative. Responsibilities for this position include
servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new accotipt,s..
in Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy working with the public and be self', :
motivated. Prior sales experience is required and an advertising degree would be helpfitt •
Pay is salary, plus commission, and will be based on education and sales experience.

NEWS REPORTER

AP

2005 file photo, Museum of Fine Arts Houston
intern Kurt Rankin takes a closer look at artist Thornton Dial's
sculpture "New Lights, in Houston. Dial, a self taught artist
who transformed discarded junk into sculpture and painted in
bright colors and bold lines, died Monday, Jan. 25, 2016, at his
home in Alabama. He was 87.
In a Oct. 11,

wasn't simply the sculpture that
was special. The man who had
created it was a great man, and
he would go on to become recognized as one of America's
greatest artists. I can't think of
any important artist who has
started with less or accomplished more."
Dial's works are in collections

including the Museum of
Modern Art and the Whitney
Museum of American Art in
New York, the Smithsonian
American Art Museum in
Washington and the High
Museum in Atlanta. His drawings and painting are typically
priced in the thousands of dollars in online art markets. II

-1411
APARTMENTS FOR RENT

Applicants should be personally engaging, confident in their writing abilities, be strong
time managers and quick, creative thinkers. Nights, weekends and travel are all part of ale '
job. Applicants should also have a strong eye for design. A knowledge of programs such as
Quark XPress, Adobe Photoshop and InDesign is a must. Experience with a DSLR camera
- and associated hardware - is also strongly advised. The Ledger is seeking applicants
with a bachelor's degree in journalism and an understanding of Associated Press style.
Applicants will need to be able to preview a variety of content and edit media advisories
.
received from the university on a daily basis. Our readers expect strong, local coverage
year-round. Send clippings of your work, which can include designs and/or photos(should
be formatted appropriately); 31ong with a resume. PDFs and web links are also acceptable.
Pay is hourly and based on experience.

GRAPHIC DESIGNER
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently accepting resumes for an experienced Graphic
Designer/Copy Editor. Proficiency with graphic design and pagination, knowledge in the
following programs is required, Adobe InDesign and Adobe Photoshop. Must be able to
multi-task and work efficiently in a fast paced environment with deadlines. Salary will
be based on experience. Send dippingi of your previous work experience,along wit4a
resume.

Send resume to mdavis@murrayledger.corn
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Knit-wits will meet
Me Knit-wits poop will meet Friday,Jan.29
at 1 p.m_ in the binary of the Murray-Calloway
Comity Senior Czens Canes. Knitters aid
avdseters of all levels are wekome. For um
information,call Dot at 270-293-5588.

Wilk '1

Recital to be presented
Murray State University Associate Professor
of Violin and Viola, Dr. Sue-Jean Part, will
Martha
present a recital on Saturday. Jan. 30 at 3:30
Filmy Andrus,
p.m. in the Performing Arts Hall, second floor
Community
of the Old Fine Arts Building on the campus of
elks
Murray State University.The concert is free and
open to the public. For more information,call the MSU Department
of Music at 270-809-4288.

Datebosk

Open House re-scheduled
The New Year Open House at the Center for Health and Wellness,
716 Poplar Street, has been re-scheduled for Saturday,Feb.6.There
will be free screenings and chair massages from 8-10 a.m. Free
guest.ass and door prizes will be available from 8 am. until 4 p.m.
On this day only,there will be no joining fee with a six-month contract. For more information go to www.MCCHWellness.com or call
270-762-1348.
Photo prowled

Bob Bell, Darryl Rezac and Jim Clemons: Standing are Dick Holland; BM Cowan; Jerry
Lyons; Mike Nutter: Trent Lyons; Mary Beth Lyons; Bud Langlois, District One corn-

American Legion District
One Oratory Scholarship Contest
Special to the Ledger
American Legion Post #73 of Murray hosted the District One
Oratory Scholarship Contest on Sunday, Jan. 24. Trent Lyons. a
Murray High School senior, will represent District One at the Area
A contest. He is the son of Robert and Mary Beth Lyons of Murray.
Lyons received S400 for the district prize and will compete for

S500 at the area competition.52500 as state and as much as S18000
if he wins the national competition.
Post Commander Mike Nutter said. We are optimistic that Lyons
will ads ance to the state and national contests. We are very proud of
his effort.-

Official college ring to be unveiled at MSU basketball game
Special to the Ledger
Murray State University will be unveiling its first ever official collegc..ring during the Racer basketball game on Saturday, Feb. 6.
where student teams will have a chance to compete forfree
.
duripohe first time-out after halftime.
BaifOur, a respected mararfacnrer of class rings, will be the new
provider,of the official Murray State rings and will offer several
designs chosen by a group of MSU students as well as options for

& Gifts

personalization of ring matenal. stooets. degree. date inside
engraving. etc.
Students and alumni alike will be able to place their ring order on
campus in the Curris Center on Friday,Feb.8from 10 am.to4 pm.
All rings ordered at this time,including the rings of the 'winners of
the unv-eiling event, will be ready in time for the upcoming May
commencement and will be presented at a special event during the
last week of classes.
College rings are a time-honored tradition at universities everywhere. including Murray State. They serve to forge a bond with not
only fellow classmates and alumni. but with an alma mater. Mark
Welch. Director of Alumni Relations, is very enthusiastic about the
new official design offering.
"I'm very excited about our new relationship with Balfour. The
quality of their rings is an industry standard and these new designs
offer both traditional and contemporary choices for students and
alumni," said Welch. "For some reason I never purchased a ring
when I graduated from MSU in 1978 and I'm planning to make my
order." III

HWY.641 N.• MURRAY
(270) 753-1725
w-ww.rollingh.com

NEW GIFTS 81 ACCENTS
* Statuary
* Flags
* Benches

* Yard Art
* Wall Decor
* Birdbaths

Need Line updates
pantry items needed
Special to the Ledger
Need Line has issued an
updated request for items needed. They include peanut butter,
tuna, salmon, chili, instant
milk, canned pasta, fruit, Jiffy
Corn Meal Mix, hot or cold
cereal, pancake mix and syrup.
eggs, milk, bread/buns, hot
dogs, chicken, pork and beef
and lunch meat.
Personal hygiene items are
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FERN TERRACE OF MURRAY,LLC

Segeoft
1505 STADIUM VIEW DRIVE • MURRAY, KY
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extremely low and needed are
men and women's deodorant,
bar soap, disposable razors, toilet tissue, laundry detergent,
dish liquid,shampoo,diapers in
sizes 4,3-4T and 4-5T,Ziplock
plastic storage bags (one and
two gallon sizes) and hotel/travel size shampoo, lotions, soap.
Large brown bags and packing
tape are also requested.
Need Line had 1.555 applicants for the month of
December. The number of children receiving food weekly
from the Back-Pack program
was 305. Families who received
Christmas baskets this year
totaled 510.
Commodity
The
Supplemental Food Program
(CSFP) is designed to provide
nutritional information and supplement the nutritional needs of
persons 60 or older. Some of the
food items received would consist of meat,juice, milk, vegetables, fruit, peanut butter or dry
beans, rice, potatoes or pasta,
cereal and cheese. To be eligible
for this program, you must be a
resident in the county you apply,
meet income guidelines and
complete all paper work
required. Apply at the MurrayCalloway County Need Line.
Need Line is located at 509
North Eighth Street and is open
from 10 am. until 4 pin.,
Monday through Friday. Need
Lb* is a Viitid Way agency.
For more information, call 270753-6333. III

AARP driving class offered
An AARP Safe Driving class will be offered Wednesday, Feb. 3
from 8 ain. until 12:30 pm. at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Center for Health and Wellness. Learn proven safety
strategies to maintain confidence behind the wheel. Seniors,age 50plus who take the class are eligible for a discount on their auto
insurance premium for up to three years. Kentucky insurance must
offer a discount to all who complete the class. Pre-registration is
required as the class size is limited. AARP members may register at
a discounted rate. For more information on cost and age requirements and to register, call 270-762-1348 or come to the front desk
of the Center for Health and Wellness.

WHIRL workshop planned
Registration is open for the WHIRL Workshop sponsored by
Playhouse in the Park, Jackson Purchase Dance Company and the
Murray Art Guild. This workshop is open to ages 3-5 and meets
every Friday in February from 9-10:15 a.m. at Playhouse in the
Park. Contact the MAG for registration at murrayartguild@murrayty net or call 270-753-4059.

Seminar offered at MSU Arboretum
The Arboretum at Murray State University is hosting a seminar on
Satin-thy, Feb. 13 at 10 a.m. in the greenhouse. The'seminar will
focus on constructing a Valentine floral arrangementlind will be
conducted by Dr. Steve Still. Each participant wilriae home a
Valentine arrangement. The seminar is limited to 20 participants
and the cost is $20. Those wishing to participate should call the
MSU Foundation at 270-809-3001 and use a credit/debit card or
bring a check to Heritage Hall made payable to the MSU
Foundation. When making a reservation, please indicate that it is
for the Valentine Floral Seminar. The deadline for reservations is
Monday,Feb.8 at 3 p.m.

Compassionate Friends will meet
The Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet Thursday,
Jan. 28,at 7 p.m.in PDR 1 outside the cafeteria entrance at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. This support group meets for the
encouragement of bereaved parents who have lost children as a
result of accident, illness or tragedy, regardless of their child's age.
For more information call Hilda Bennett at 270-498-8324 or
Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 270-762-1274.

Goshen UMC to open food pantry
Goshen United Methodist Church will open its food pantry on
Friday, Jan. 29 and Saturday, Jan. 30 from 10 a.m. until noon. The
church is located in the Stella community, 4726 State Route 121
North.

Genealogy help offered
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The Genealogy Club sponsored by the Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens and the local DAR are hosting an Open House to
help with genealogy questions on Friday, Jan. 29 from 2-4 pm. at
the Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar. Representatives from
the Genealogy Club,DAR and SAR will be present. This is free and
open to the public.

4-H Swim Party to be held
The 4-H Swim Party will be Saturday,Jan. 30 from 6-8 p.m.at the
Carr Health Pool on the campus of Murray State University, All 4H youth are encouraged to attend.The cost is $5 and 4-H bucks may
be used.

Blood donation opportunity
There will be an opportunity to donate blood to the American Red
Cross on Friday. Jan. 29 from 1:30-6:30 p.m. at Murray Middle
School in the gym.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith-based addictions program, meets
every Friday from 7-9 pm.at Eastwood Baptist Church.The public
is invited. Childcare is provided. For more information or a ride,
call the church office at 270-753-1834.

WA.T.C.171. needs aluminum cans
The W.A.T.C.H. Center, 702 Main Street, needs aluminum cans
for an ongoing fundraising project. Cans may be dropped off any
time day or night seven days a week by driving through the driveway/parking lot on the west side of the center and placing them in
the cotton wagon.

Donations needed for cemetery upkeep
The Friendship Cemetery, 50 Kitt Ridge Road, is in need of
donations to help with the future care and upkeep of the cemetery.
Mail donations to The Friendship Cemetery Fund, 58 Rippling
Creek Drive, Murray, KY 42071. For more information, contact
Brian Overbey,board treasurer, at 270-873-2558.
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OBITUARIES
Willis

Wells

Beatrice 'Betty' Mary Elizabeth Jorge

Willis "Bill" Wells, 70, of Murray,
Kentucky, died Saturday, Jan. 23,2016
at Spring Creek Health Care in Murray.
He was born on April 29, 1945 in
Galesburg, Illinois, to Willis "Bill"
Wells and Roberta "Bobby" Wells who
preceded him in death.
Bill is survived by his wife, Anne
Pence Wells, with whom he just celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary
Dec. 19, 2015. Also surviving are a
daughter, Shannon Wells of Louisville;
a son, Adam Wells of Louisville; brothWells
ers; Robert Wells (Janis Duff) of
Asheville, North Carolina; Randy Wells (Lynette Pellettiere) of
Glenn Ellyn, Illinois and J.D. Wells of Rio Verde,Arizona and several sisters-in-law, brothers-in-law, nieces and nephews.
Mr. Wells was raised in Monmouth, Illinois, where he graduated
from Monmouth High School and received his bachelor's degree in
Education in 1967 from Monmouth College. He received his master's degree in Guidance Counseling in 1976 from Western Illinois
University in Macomb, Illinois. In 1979 he received his master's
degree in Education Administration from Eastern Illinois
University in Charleston, Illinois and then received his specialist
degree in Education Administration with Superintendent
Endorsement from Eastern Illinois University in 1982.
In his professional career, Mr. Wells was a middle school teacher,
a high school guidance counselor, an assistant high school principal, Murray High School principal and director/founder of the
Murray Family Resource Center. He was a consultant and intern
coordinator at Murray State University where he mentored and
evaluated 100 interns from nine schools.
Throughout his educational career, he put students and teachers
first. Bill received many honors and awards and was appointed to
numerous committees in the state and nation. Mr. Wells led Murray
High School to receive its first Excellence in Education Award in
1984. Principal Wells applied for and was granted a visit from the
U.S. Department of Education. After that visit, Murray High
School was awarded its first Blue Ribbon Schools Excellence in
Education Program Award. In 1991 he was named Kentucky
Principal of the Year. Through Bill's service on committees and
attendance at conferences, Murray High School received a plethora
of state and national recognition.
Mr. Wells believed in service to his community and fellow citizens. He was a Murray City councilman for 20 years and in 2011
was elected mayor of the City of Murray and proudly served his
community for four years. In addition, he was a Court Appointed
Special Advocate board member, a United Way member and a
member of West KY Mentoring Inc. since 2006. The Rotary Club
of Murray held a special place in Bill's heart as he was a third generation Rotary president following his father and grandfather's
legacy. lienwia,s. a member of the Murray Rotary Club since 1985,
was choseangwarian of the Year in 2003,'held nornerpus,offices,
was a Paul Harris Fellow, a member of the Rotary Club Board of
Directors since 2008, a member of the original Board of Directors
of Murray Rotary Foundation for Family and Children and was currently serving as assistant district governor of Area One for seven
clubs in western Kentucky. Mr. Wells was founder of the Random
Acts of Kindness Radio Show on WNBS. He was also co-founder
of Make a Difference Day - a recycling event that takes place at
Murray State University and he had just received a 2015
Environmental Award. He was an avid golfer and a faithful fan of
Murray State University athletics and academics.
A celebration of life service will be at 2 p.m. Saturday, Jan, 30,
2016 at First United Methodist Church with Rick Dye and John
Dale officiating. Visitation will be from 4-8 p.m. Friday, Jan. 29,
2016 at the church.
Honorary pallbearers include Robert Wells, Randy Wells, J.D.
Wells, Bob Trumpy, Steve Johnson, John Farthing, Constantine
Curris, Eddie Hunt, Hal Kemp,Phil Bryan, Rick Melton and Mike
Cherry.
In lieu of flowers, contributions may be made to The Murray
Family Resource Center, 208 S. 13th Street, Murray, KY 42071 or
The Calloway County Family Resource Center,2110 College Farm
Road, Murray, KY 42071.
Online condolences may be left at www.imestb.com.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, Heritage Chapel, is in charge
of arrangements.

Beatrice "Betty" Mary Flinabeth Jerge, 85, of
Whitewater, Wisconsin,died Sunday,Jan. 24,2016
at the Agrace Center for Hospice & Palliative Care,
•
Janesville, Wisconsin.
She was born in Syracuse, New York, on Aug.
15.1930,the eldest daughter of immigrants Martin
and Nora Quinn O'Grady from County Sligo,
Ireland. She graduated from St. John the
Evangelist High School in Syracuse, NewYork,
Class of 1947 and graduated from Powelson
Business College, Class of 1948.
;ergo
On Jan. 17, 1959, Betty married Raymond "Ray"
Jacob Jerge at St. John the Baptist Catholic Church in Syracuse. Ray
preceded her in death on Nov.6,2012.
Betty worked as an executive secretary for General Electric
Company in Syracuse until 1961 when their first child was born.
She was a devoted wife and mother and when her children were
older, she taught business classes at Northeastern Business College
in Wheeling, West Virginia. In 1965,Ray's employer,Pure Oil,relocated them to Roselle, Illinois and in 1967 Ray was transferred with
The Union Oil Company of California and the family moved to St.
Clainville, Ohio. Ray and Betty were members of St. Mary's
Catholic Church for 32 years in St. Clairsville, Ohio, where they
both served as Eucharistic Ministers and took communion to the
local nursing home for 18 years. She was secretary of the Catholic
Women's Club. They both were active members of the Home and
School Association at St. Mary's Grade School in Ohio. Betty was
also very active in the Welcome Wagon in Ohio and served as a Cub
Scout den leader and a Girl Scout leader.
Following retirement, Betty and Ray resided in Murray, Kentucky
for 13 years. They were both very active members of St. Leo's
Church in Murray and St. Henry's Church in Aurora. Betty was a
member of the Catholic Women's Club, the Ladies Guild, volunteered at St. Leo's rectory as a secretary and helped provide luncheons for funerals, a member of the Murray Woman's Club,a volunteer at the National Scouting Museum and a Red Hatter. In the fall
of 2011, Betty and Ray moved to Fairhaven in Whitewater,
Wisconsin. Betty was a member of St. Patrick Catholic Church in
Whitewater and a member of the Fairhaven Choir.
Betty will be remembered as a loyal, loving and faithful servant of
God,strong in her Catholic faith. She was proud of her 100 percent
Irish heritage, dedicated to her husband, children and grandchildren
and committed to her family, church and community. She had a
friendly and outgoing personality who always had a smile on her
face and a thoughtful, positive outlook on life. She was the rock of
her family and a supporter of higher education and encouraged her
children and grandchildren in pursing their dreams of higher education. Betty was hardworking with great attention to detail. Ray and
Betty made many sacrifices along the way to help their children and
grandchildren and be a constant force of support in their lives.
Surviving are two children, Martin Jerge and wife Cindy of
Munster, Indiana and Mary Reid and husband Tim of Janesville;
grandchildren, MichatiliStott, Katherine and Eric Jerge and Molly,
Ellen, Andrew and Lairren Reid; a sister, Sheila Etoll and husband
Ernie of Syracuse, New York; nieces and nephews, Eileen Lynch
and husband Bill of Watertown, Connecticut; David (Connie
Companaro) Kraus of Buffalo, New York; Neal Kraus and wife
Jennifer of St. Paul, Minnesota; Stephen Etoll and wife Jill, Daniel
Etoll and wife Trine, Tom Etoll and wife Kristin and Megan Etoll,
all of Syracuse.
Betty was preceded in death by an infant sister, Kathleen; her parents; a sister. Noreen; her husband Ray and her brother-in-law, Don
Kraus.
A Mass of Christian Burial will be Saturday. Jan. 30, 2016 at 11
a.m. at St. Patrick Catholic Church, 1225 W. Main Street,
Whitewater, Wisconsin, with Father Mark Niehaus celebrating.
Burial will be in the Calvary Cemetery of Whitewater. Visitation
will be after 10 a.m. on Saturday, Jan. 30, 2016 at the church until
the time of the Mass.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Boys Town of Omaha,
Nebraska.
Online condolences may be left at www.nitardyfuneralhome.com.
The Nitardy Funeral Home, Whitewater, Wisconsin, is in charge
of arrangements.

FUNERAL NOTICE
The JI-L Churchill Funeral Home
Verlene Beane Joseph Bowerman,87
Funeral service will be at 11 am.Thursday,Jan. 28,20
funeral home. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial G
Phillip Ray Carson,68
Funeral service will be at 2 p.m.Thursday,Jan. 28 at duo;
•
al home. Burial will follow in Mt. Cannel Cemetery.

•f

Peso Wyatt

Violet Norlean Blair Strode
Violet Norlean Blair Strode, 50, formerly
of Murray, Kentucky,silently passed into the
hands of Jesus on Monday, Jan. 18, 2016 at
her home in Tryon, North Carolina, due to
on-going health problems.
She was born March 29, 1965 at Wayne
County General Hospital, Detroit, Michigan,
to Morris H. Blair of Paducah who preceded
her in death in 2014 and Dorothy F. Manners
Blair, formerly of Murray.
Violet was a double major honor student at
Strode
Murray State University in English and
Spanish. She also held an associate of arts degree. She was a housewife, mother, daughter, sister and grandmother. She was a member
of the Seventh Day Adventist Church in Murray and was an avid
reader and a writer.
Violet is survived by her eldest son, Dustin R. Strode of Murray;
a daughter, Amberly A. Leach and husband Dennie of Murray and
one beautiful grandson, Mason Leach. Also surviving are two sisters, Darlene Stone and husband Mike of Tryon and Valerie Blair,
formerly of Murray; one precious nephew Levi Dorsey,formerly of
Murray and several aunts and cousins in Tennessee, Michigan and
Kentucky.
A memorial service will be Saturday. Jan. 30, 2016 at 3:30 p.m.
at Murray Seventh Day Adventist Church, 1408 Sycamore Street.
The eulogy will be given by Pastor Christopher Rollins. Visitation
will be from 2-3 p.m. prior to the service on Saturday. Jan, 30,2016
at the church.
Online condolences may be left at www.mcfarlandfuneralchapel.com.
McFarland Funeral Chapel,Tyron, North Carolina,is in charge of
arrangements.

proud of you," said Dr. Marti
Erwin, board member and chair of
we've made, especially since it's the Quality Committee."It is really
not easy."
unusual for a community hospital
Jerry Penner,the hospital's CEO, to have a doctorate of nursing on
reviewed the balanced scorecard their nursing staff, particularly one
which highlights focus areas, who is practicing in a clinical field,
action and the current metrics.
so I think MCCH is doing really
Action items such as "Improve well to have Vanessa here. She has
Satisfaction with Emergency advanced knowledge that will help
Room," "Patient Rooms and the staff and patients in this hospiBathroom Kept Clean," and tal and we're lucky to have her."
"Patient Given Clear Discharge
Keith Travis, vice president of
Instructions" were in the green Development, presented a report
with improvement in satisfaction. of MC Endowment for Healthcare
The numbers in most of these case activities which included an estiwere either at or slightly above the mated date for the completion of
national average.
the new hospice house in April.
"With 'Average Time from ER
Door to Floor Tune,' that's something we've been,trying to emphasize, I appreciate the work of
Scarlett Barnett (Head of
Emergency Dppartment) and Jeff Special to The Ledger
Eye (Chief Nursing Officer) who
The McCracken County Sheriff's
have been working on that, we're Office said a Murray woman was
heading in the right direction injured in a wreck Wednesday in
there," Penner said.
Lone Oak.
The Board also heard frutii
MCSO said emergency personnel
Vanessa Lyons, PhD,RN,CNOR, were dispatched at about I:35pm to
Perioperative Staff Development Clinton Road, just off Lone Oak
and Technology Coordinator at Road,for a single-vehicle collision
MCCH on her dissertation
with injuries. Investigation conresearch that she recently defended cluded that Sharma Spann, 30, of
to receive her PhD. Her research
Murray was operating a 2009 Ford
involved studying the use of surgi- Escape south on Clinton when it
cal safety checklists during time- dropped off the right shoulder.
outs in rural and urban operating struck the end of a driveway culvert
MOMS
and overturned. Glare from the sun
Lyons also took the opportunity
was a contributing factor.
to thank the hospital for its help in
MCSO said Spann initially
funding her education and declined medical treatment at the
research.
scene but sought treatment on her
"Needless to say, we're very own at Baptist Health ER.II

McCracken wreck sends
Murray woman to hospital

• •

Peggy Wyatt, 57, of Dexter, Kentucky, died Jan. 27, 201
.
1it her
home.
She was born March 17, 1958 in Benton, Kentucky, to:Hobson
Bohannon and Ella Louise Phelps.
She was preceded in death by her parents; a brother. Dennis
Bohannon and a sister, Cindy Bohannon.
Those she lovingly left behind include her husband, Howard
Wayne Wyatt of Dexter; stepfather, David Milsaps Sr. of Almo;one
son, Shawn Wyatt Davis of Dexter; two daughters, Amanda
Johnson of Murray and Amy Lynn Lee and husband Jason of
Aurora; one brother, Curtis Bohannon and wife Amanda of Calvert
City; three stepbrothers, David Milsaps Jr. of Almo; Patrick "Pat"
Matherne and wife Robin and Roy Matherne and wife Tonya, all of
Calvert City; two sisters, Wilma "Lucy" Borders of Henderson and
Jessica Mason and husband Rex of Almo; two stepsisters, Bridgeu. 'BJ' Matherne and Linda Matherne Woods and husband Bobby, all.
of Calvert City, KY; 13 grandchildren and one great-grandchild.
A graveside service will be at 1 p.m. Saturday, Jan. 30,:21)/6at ,
Coles Campground Cemetery. Almo, with Charles Steele officiating. Pallbearers include Rex Mason, Rodney Harness, Tuf15.1‘:
Riggen,Stevie Mason,Stevie Reinke,Shawn Wyatt,Johnny hilalon
and Roy Mason Jr. Visitation will be from 5-8 p.m. Friday, Jan. 29,
2016 at Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, downtown Murray.;
Online condolences may be left at www.iinesfh.com.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory,downtown Murray,is m chare
of arrangements.

Phillip Ray Carson
Phillip Ray Carson, 68, of Hardin, Kentucky,
formerly of Kirksey, Kentucky, died Monday,Jan.
25, 2016 at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray. .•
He was born Nov. 1, 1947 in Calloway County,'
Kentucky, to Fred Thomas Carson and .Lenk.
Moselle Roach Carson who preceded him in deithZ.He was a farmer and retired from Brigg
Stratton. He was a member of Kirksey Baptiae.•
Church.
Mr. Carson is survived by his wife, Catherine.'
Carson of Hardin, whom he married June 29,1002:
Carson
in Calloway County; a sister, Lena Flood' of Murray; one brother, Jackie Carson of Murray and several niecesand nephews.
Funeral services will be at 2 p.m., Thursday, Jan. 28,2016 II*:
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Kerry Lambert and John
Roberts officiating. Burial will follow in Mt. Cannel Cem
Visitation will be Wednesday, Jan. 27, 2016 from 5-9 p.m:
•
funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfu
home.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangem

(YVeda Jones Alderdice
0'Veda Jones Alderdice,80,of Hardin, Kentucky,formerly
Boycisville community, died Tuesday, Jan. 26, 2016 at he
dence.
Arrangements are incomplete at Brown Funeral Home,Mayfield...,
;# - •
•

J•• American

•MCCH Board...
From Front

•

Red Cross
"•

•
•
*

Western Kentucky Chapter sening Calloway County,' • 7

Every Donation Brings Hope
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CLASSIFIEDS
)1`-.1.1

Nicki Peach

5830 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Axis Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager

I I N. I

Had Tinsley
Murray Ledger
& Times
Classified Clerk

'¼I)'.

$8.25 First Day -20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
• .35 extra for Smart Saver (Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver

for all your
classified needs

fl,,stc,Ca,cl

Call

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Call

,

AOAmoco
R•stodel

for your
Classified needs

I I

*km*Inpv*
4W. AM

Dirtell, Pak
Flooring,

• Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classified@murrayledger.com or stop
4 óffice at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.• Fax:(270) 753-1927
010

010
Lae"
Notice

r

2 or 38R Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109

L &CT It LC POW lift • TStSAO1ICA T IONIA

from qualified firms
iitilirity Electric System is requesting proposals
financial statements of

em

1:-)f Certified Public Accountants to audit the
The Electric Plant Board of the City of Murray cVb/a Murray Electric
for the five (5) consecutive fiscal years beginning with fiscal
ear ending June 30, 2016. These audits are to be performed in
accordance with Generally Accepted Auditing Standards.

270-436-6

illemut For Rust

For Rent

MURRAY ELECTRIC SYSTEM

gnsunrd •St
*Fro* Elam
etiember OfAi

Very nice 3BR home.
Appliances and carport
No
pets.
References required.
Coleman RE 270-7539898

2BR, 1BA, Farm House
1 Mile North of Murray
Central H/A (gas)
$ 0 0 /Month,
$600/Deposit No Pets,
No Smoking after 8pm
270-759-1204

SINESS 81 SERVICE DIRECT
a

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING Camp Septic C703/7ing of Murray
Wrecked, running and non-running
Residential & Commercial

YEARRY'S Ti
1.aWr1 Service.t
and insured. F1
mates. 270-42
270-226-4504

autos, batteries, and all aluminum
KEY RECYCUNG
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner
Thin

'

vu for your business!

Call NICKI PEACH
at 270-753-1916 to place your ad today!

• weekly & sped
• locally owned

759-1151 •2
293-27

4

11 proposals will be evaluated by a management committee. During
the evjPation process, Murray Electric System reserves the right to
reqtfeea
.dditional information or clarifications from proposers, or to
'mow correction of errors or omissions. At the discretion of Murray
Electric System, firms submitting proposals may be requested to
, make oral presentations as part of the evaluation process.
' Murray Electric System reserves the right to retain all proposals
Submitted and to use any ideas in a proposal regardless of whether
that proposal is selected. Submission of a proposal indicates
acceptance by the firm of the conditions contained in this request
for proposals.
No proposal will be accepted after February 19th, 2016 at 3:00 p.m.
at the main office located at 401 Olive Street, Murray KY 42071.
Application made at any other location will be deemed invalid.

GARLANt
RENTAL
it you've got It, we ean store If
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:

ANh

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

PAPER

270-753-2905

rOR THE

THE Murray Ledger & Timekconsiders its sources
reliable, but inaccuracies do Occur. Readers Ullingu.
this information do so IT-114P own rtslr Aióai persons and companies mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities.

Legal Assistant
;Haverstock, Bell & Pitman seeking
citievelapplicant for full-time position.
include transcription and
9rite3Ar
• general office work.
proficient in Microsoft Word.
Previous legal experience preferred.
Salary commensurate with experience.
Please iend resume and letter stating
qualifications to:
tonna@ haverstocklaw.com
Mt_
No phone calls.

fladrbe

Production HIRING Class A and
in EOE, is Class B CDL seasonal
searclikaitor a full time drivers.
Apply
in
Administrative Person at Providence
Coobdirkator for the Ag 521 South 16th
Murray KY Terminal. Street Mayfield KY
Responsibilities 42066.
butsre not limited to: Customer relaWent to Buy
tions,,. inventory management,' P,/R, NP,
"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
payroll,, invoicing, and
& soda signs, pump,
other
dUties
as
military. Call Larry 270assigned. Pre-employ753-3633
background
ment
check and drug screen
required.
Send
Cash paid for
resumes to: Crop
good, used guns
Production Services
H & H Guns
Attn.: Richie Allen,
inside
1319 Cross Spann
Bensons Sporting
Road, Murray, KY
Goods
42071. .
519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
TYPE A CDL agricultur270-753-1342
..needed. Must
al driver.
I.
be wiHir1opo work long
hours and weekends if
needed7;bru9 screen
Appleiloss
....Background
and
check. 2*-492-8702
LARGE
011.P.
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES,
IMER
DIS
WARD ELKINS
teasing the
-help wgpted" section
on As laasifieds
(270) 753-1713
welif‘ge at
inuniporedgercom.
you wiCite redirected
to pleseiwork.com.
EtY-e"cfautl.
BEDROOM Suit New
Murray)ind local Job
in boxes. 6 piece
listin4.111 appear on
Cherry Sleigh Bed
this.wehaire.
$895. 270-293-4121.
Howevas a national
Can deliver, $40 down,
went not all hump
take it home today.
on the jetrariwort COT
PILLOW Top Mattress
Illre 4d though
sots. New In (Mastic.
Y Ledger
Queen $19500
Please call
Full $185.00
have any
King $385.00
regardMg
270-293-4121
tires
job IIM
Can Derever. $40
Thank you
Take home todayl

•••OWNER
FINANCE'"
Doublewide Mobilehm
with land, New deck,
New paint, 3BR, 2BA,
New
dishwasher,
Gravel drive, blockfoundation.
110
Sundance Almo, KY.
$3500 Down, $595
Month. Ruthie 270753-2222

1 OR 2br apts. nea
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109.
2BR 1.5BA, no pets.
month,
plus
550
deposit.
904A
Southwood Dr. 270293-5423
2BR brick. Clean, No
Pets, 5395/Month 270293-6070
28R, 1BA duplex. 270753-0259
2BR, 2 full bath
duplex, all appliances,
washer & dryer, cable
& water are furnished
$700/month. 104 Park
St.270-753-2225.

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-75345%
1505 Duigeid Drive
TDD 1-000-545-1833 rat 21E3
77k, Instisotion
eisrai
i
6
St°wailingly pryieskr
mid empkryer

NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
270-492Included.
8211

BUSINE

OPPORTUNI"
Great Home E
225-5005 first
referral) 502-2

Bab es of
2015

Or

fredcomell
Legal Shield,

EDUCr

HEALTHCAR
NEEDED! On
ready at Brya
NEEDED! Wc
Office Manag
Administratior
HS Diploma/(
needed. 1-88

KEY MINI-WAREHOUSES
---- • 1850 State Route 121 South • ---Murray, Ky 42071

Horol

270.753.5562
Located at Key Auto Parts
UNIT

Slit

HAPPY BIF
I NI I Pith I NI I

5x10.. $20.00
10x30..$60.00
10x24..$50.00
10x12..$22.50

10x20..$45.00
10x10..$30.00
10x15..$35.00

De

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

R

1

411Tsks Property

ulred
Retail or Office
Space

Eli&Supplies
DOG
Obedience.
www.glendhenmere.co
270)436-2858.
English or French
Bulldog puppies. 270335-3943
270-994-3915

109-B N. 3rd Street
1,100 SO. FT
(Formerly The Red
Bug-retail shop)

270-753-8964

oti

Huge
Indoor
Estate Sale
(Snowed out hest
weekend)
Friday & Saturday
January
29th & 30th.

119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Hours:
Mon, - Fri
8:00-4:00
Saturday,
8:00-12:00
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

AL RENTALS
MINI,STORAGZ
720 S.4TH ST.
arm 4121 S & Gimlets,
18X10's & 10115's
(270) 436-2524 .

NICE duplex, 28R,
2BA. all appliances, no
pets, $520. 270-4365927 or 270-978-2861.
NOW LEASING
1,2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-750-4064.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO * 711

Advertise your
ITEMS FOR $
this newspapE
pers in KY for
money by mal
more informal
department of
KPS 1-502-22
sparry0kypre

TOMORROWS

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

You are encouraged to obtain more detailed requirements of the
RFP by either requesting electronic copy at
rthompsonOmurrayelectric.net or by physically stopping by the
office at 401 Olive Street, Murray, KY 42071.
PUBLIC SALE
Satiiday January 30th
at Barn.
Mini
Neon
Beach
Storage
812 Witnell Ave
Sellipg Units: B89, CB3

Make a Conn(
Chat. Meet sir
Livelinks. Try i
979-2264.

8AM to 2PM
1712 Calloway
Ave.

Estate Sale

Saturday, January 30th •10:00 AM

2.6 Acres Lake Front
on Cyrpress Creek.
4BR, 2BA with Full
Basement Like New
Condition. Stock 2.5
Car Garage. Carport.
All
Driveways
&
Paved.
Walkways
270-293$439,900
4602

Saturday &
Sunday

Credit/ Debit
cards will be
accepted.

For UM

Now 9.4
Bedroom homes in
RIverfield Estates
SBG Reel Property
Professionals
293-7872

1501 Hwy 121 North, Murray, KY
This auction will be held inside the Murray National Guard
Armory where it is warm end dry. Still Going Thru Boxes.
Furniture, Glassware, Pictures, Outdoor Items,
and Much More.
Furniture- cedar chest, dressers & mirrors, chest of
drawers, night stands, beds, sofa table, cabinet stereo,
tan recliner, blue chair, chest, table & chairs, sliding glass
door book case, sewing machine in cabinet, old truck,
several small tables and shelves,

Outdoors- gas grill, wood rocking chairs, bird bath, martin
bird house, swing, push mower, shovels, ammunition.

CIIIAVIS
URAL MATZ II AUCTION
304 NORTH 12TH STREET • MURRAY, KY 42071
Moe: 270-761-SALE (7253) or Cell: 270-708-44711
Tommy Chevis• Broker/AuctIoneer

www-theriseultiosa_tist

LARGE home/farm to
sale. 97 acres, can be
divided. Call for more
info. 270-559-2032

Murray Lodger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is subject to the Federal Fair
Homing Act which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or &sonatinalion based an we. cokx,reI
gicin, sex, hanchcap,.familial stain or national ortgui or titan- 112LP"
to make any such preferences, binitatiora or discrimination
14. 15. 16 inch
State laws forbid discruninabon
in the sale, rental or advertising
Starting
at S20
of real estate based cm factors m
addition to those protected
mounted
under federal law
We will Imowagly accept _any Call 753-5606
adverting for real estate ninth
a not in violation of the law All

USED TIRES

C
ar "I ngs
herib
ave.rtieed we
available an an equal opportu-

nity be*
For further assuitance with F*
Housing Advertising requireawn& contact NAA Camel
Rene P Whin,(703)84-1000.

The Stars
Dynamic, 4

ARIES(Ma

1513 Dudley Dr.

8AM - 4PM

;Alec- canning jars, blue jars, several pieces peg board,
crocks, jugs, cast iron pieces, carom board, mantle clock,
pictures, baskets, exercise bike, Electrolux vacuum,

Ask about our
D119141Y_Ild.
SPOC1616
for all your
advertising
needs.
753-1916

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

This year er
look at the
place of del
friend can t
gle, you oft
seems to t
someone vl
or her on a
your sweet:
aways toge
daily life. LI

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance

**** Wh
understand
versation
about your
ipated way
with friends

TAURUS (4
*** Rea(

source of
one-on-one
take. Sorn(
recalcitrant
Celebrate t
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one else's
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CANCER I
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[Eltesoimd
Hill Electric
"
AMID
Liallinnore Electrical Contractors, LLC

Gallimore
Eledlical Contractors, LLC
ININIMIfflasosrelelnieshisetli
Imes C.Selllesen

41andynum Services
•Yard Work

Since 1986
Residential &
Conunercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

VISA

Drpvall, Painting,
Tic Fioonng, Decks
gfrrsunoll *Sr alicount
"cry* EvanwMas
*sneer OfAngies LAO

270-4364869

Saalwaechter's
Home Repair &
Construction
All rxxne needs can be
handled
*Additions 8 Remodels
•DrywaJi Framing
Painting
•Decks Doors,
Windows Floonng
Licensed and Insured
Call Ben at
270-226-3567

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504

Hi I'S W.-ST[
MX\ kc.I \II NU

By Dave Green

6'

_
3_

G. 270,2274420

9

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Year Septic Noimis
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
Whits Rasa,
Sand, & Mulch

(270)291-8686

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience

Hill Appliance'
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky

Jason Hill
(270)226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

4 6

1
7

1

7

9

9 5 8 7 6 4 2 3).
6 4 1 9 3 2 7 5.11.
58 6 sAl
37 2
7 6 4 51 9 3 a
1 3 5 28 6 9
2 8 9 47 3 5
5 9 7 64 1 8 23
4 2 3 8,9 7 1 6
8 1 6 32 5 4 7

2

•
•
Laud•

5

_

1/7.9

Difficulty Level ***

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation
FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Tnmming
*Removal

Well Drilling
WeillPump Sarvice
ReakAtntla/ &
Agricultural

*Stump Gnndirtg
*Insured

Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

(270) 489-2839

Ask about our

*Firewood

DRYWALL & painting:
no job too big or
small Handyman services as well. Free estimates. Call Logan at
270-293-0404.

•LiLi•nbvd & IT'

A

I

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

7

8

5_

Licensed &
Insured

270-293-3248

Answer to previous puals

2
9

GARY W.DICK

8 DEBRIS REMOVAL

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

1
t

753-9562

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
ALStingisitierintskd

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated

Cencesstis SudoKu

ELECTRIC

(270) 759-0890

•Nanwp irwowamenk
igatlft alaktItan

SUDOKU

•Pressure Washing
•Gunsr Paining

WWW.GECMURRAY.COM

MIMS
11=2;f

Sudoku is a nurroar-pisong pumas based on a SW grid mai
sweat cp•an numbers. The Aso! as place ika minters I as
ard amen
n roe sow
man empty squaws so P
ICI box coneys Me sere number ore/ °rot TM dello" eve
or Is Conompos Sudoku Weems from Moral io Surxley

John Doe
11/Cliab
for all your
advertising
needs.

7 yean old•2-4.15
ADSIM

753-1916

ADULT
Make a Connection. Real People, Flirty
Chat. Meet singles right now! Call
Livelinks. Try it FREE. Call now. 1-888979-2264.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Advertise your JOB OPENING, EVENT,
ITEMS FOR SALE, AUCTION etc in
this newspaper plus 85 other newspapers in KY for only $250. Save time and
money by making one call for all! For
more information, contact the classified
department of this newspaper or call
KPS 1-502-223-8821, email:
sparry@kypress.com

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

TRUCK DRIVERS HELP WANTED

SAWMILLS from only $4397.00 - MAKE
& SAVE MONEY with your own bandmill
- Cut lumber any dimension. In Stock
ready to ship. FREE Info/DVD:
www.NorwoodSawmills.corn 1-800-5781363 ext. 300N

35 DRIVER TRAINEES NEEDED! Learn
to drive for Werner Enterpnses! Earn up
to 42k first Year! NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED! Local CDL Training gets you
job ready ASAP! 1-877-243-1812

HELP WANTED
CAN YOU DIG IT? Heavy Equipment
Operator Career! We Offer Training and
Certifications Running Bulldozers,
Backhoes and Excavators. Lifetime Job
Placement. VA Benefits Eligible! 1-866362-6497

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

SERVICES

OPPORTUNITY TO GET PAID DAILY,
Great Home Business, Please call 832225-5005 first. Ask about $100 cash
referral! 502-370-8295 or 423-331-7175

DISH NETWORK - Get MORE for
LESS! Starting $1999/ month (for 12
months) PLUS bundle & Save. (Fast
Internet for $15 more/month.) Call Now
1-800-417-8079

Or

fredcomell@legalshieldassociate.com,
Legal Shield, Independent Associate.
EDUCATIONAL TRAINING
HEALTHCARE ADMIN TRAINEES
NEEDED! Online Training gets you job
ready at Bryan U. NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED! Work as a Medical Secretary,
Office Manager or in Hospital
Administration! Call for FREE INFO KIT!
HS Diploma/GED & Computer/Internet
needed. 1-888-424-9418

DIVORCE WITH OR WITHOUT children
$125.00. Includes name change and
property settlement agreement. SAVE
hundreds. Fast and easy. Call 1-888733-7165, 24/7
SPORTING/SPORTING GOODS
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CLASS A CDL FLATBED DRIVERS
NEW 389 Pete's *Trucks set 0 70MPH
*Starting pay up to .41 CPM *Health Ins.
-401K *Per Diem Pay *Home
Weekends. 800-648-9915 or vAvw.boydandsons.com
'
WE WANT YOU! To Drive Away our new
box trucks to customers nationwide. Will
Train. No CDL Required. Next day pay!
Please call 574-213-8277
HOME WEEKENDS! $1,000 sign on
bonus. Regional flatbed. No tarp freight.
Excellent pay and benefits Owner/Oos
welcome. Call 800-554-5661, ext 331.
www tIxtransport.jobs

GUN SHOW JAN. 30-31, Sat 9-5 & Sun
9-4 Somerset, The Center,(2292 S
HWY 27) BUY-SELL-TRADE Info: 563927-8176

Horoscope

Mort,

APPLY NOW! CDL Drivers in High
Demand! Get you CDL Training in 16
days at Truck America Training and go
to work! State WIA Grants and VA
Accepted. Tuition Financing Available.
1st yr. avg. $40,000 per ATA (502)9556388 or (866)244-3644.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Jan. 29, 2016:
This year encourage yourself to be nonreactive and to
look at the big picture first. When you come from a
place of detachment, the results will be much better. A
friend can be a source of good advice. If you are single, you often find that the person you're attracted to
seems to be emotionally unavailable. Get to know
someone very well before you decide to relate to him
or her on an intimate level. If you are attached, treat
your sweetie like your best friend. Plan on many getaways together, far away from the demands of your
daily life. LIBRA can be difficult.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
**** What begins as a calm day could end in a misunderstanding and/or a power play. Slow down. A conversation with someone in the know will enlighten you
about your options. You might act in the most unanticipated way and get shocked reactions. Tonight: TGIF
with friends.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Reach out to a loved one who generally is the
source of excellent feedback and powerful insight. A
one-on-one conversation will reveal the next step to
take. Someone at a distance could be stubborn and
recalcitrant. You know what's best for you. Tonight:
Celebrate the weekend.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You see what others refuse to see. In a discussion with a friend, you might decide to buck someone else's plan. Think twice before you act on this
rebellious idea. You won't be able to back out of a
power play should you change your mind. Tonight:
Follow a friend's lead.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
*** Sometimes your instincts are very good. Take
the day off or work from home, if possible. The unexpected could occur when you least expect it. Staying
unavailable and out of sight will prove to be very helpful. Tonight: Let a party happen close to home or at
your home.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Have a long-overdue conversation. You
know how to say the truth without hurting somebody's
feelings. This person will be very appreciative to have
your feedback. Donl be so demanding about your
patterns.
schedule or about matters involving daily
impulsive.
Be
Tonight:
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
like to
*** Curb a possessive streak. Yes, you would
to
need
also
you
But
has.
have what someone else
make
look at what life already offers you. Be willing to

Kathleen YarborougriviA

by Jacqueline Bigar
strong choices about your personal life. Tonight: Clear
up a misunderstanding before it becomes a fullfledged outburst.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You'll want to move forward with a project. You
have a lot to share and discuss. Once you get feedback from a trusted friend, you might want to rethink
your direction. A family member could become controlling if you don't do what he or she wants. Tonight: In
the moment.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** If you can, continue to maintain a low profile.
You could have important information that needs to be
kept hush-hush, but you might not be able to be sufficiently discreet at the present moment. A conversation
about finances will be very uncomfortable. Tonight: Do
your thing.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You have a serious tone this year, which often
helps you to stay out of trouble. A fellow fire sign might
try to convince you to join in on a fun adventure. This
person is so wild that you might regret teaming up with
him or her. Use good sense. Tonight: TGIF at a
favorite place!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** At present, you have a charming way of saying
no. Feel free to do just that if you feel as if someone
does not serve your best interests. There is a strong
likelihood that you could stumble into a very wild scenario if you're not careful. Be the wise Goat. Tonight:
Out on the town.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Be willing to look past the obvious. Take in the
big picture. You might decide that you have made a
faulty judgment. Be willing to say so, and others will
respond well. You could be dealing with an emotional
wound that you're choosing not to share. Tonight: Do
the unexpected.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** A loved one will make a gesture that is difficult
to ignore. As a result, you might need to change your
schedule and disappoint a friend. Remember that how
you handle this situation is your call, and you can't
blame someone else for your choices. Tonight: Order
in.
BORN TODAY
Writer Anton Chekhov (1860), philanthropist John D.
Rockefeller Jr. (1874), media proprietor Oprah
Winfrey (1954)
•••

Jacqueline Blgar Is on the Internet at vnvw.lacqueIlnabigar.com.
(c) 2016 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Steve Yarborough poses for a photo during a snowstorm in New York. Wheri he
saw the weekend storm building up, he said he and his wife booked a flight,to,.4t,e
it firsthand.

Texas 'weather nerd' comes
to NYC to see storm firsthafid
(414
NEW YORK(AP) — Texans Steve and Kathleen Yarborough weren't quite like the
big.6,49wr,
the
of
because
city
the
to
came
They
weekend:
this
York
New
in
stuck
travelers
storm.
waitrdfor
"I'm a weather nerd," the husband said in an upbeat tone Monday as the couple
storm."
the
see
a return flight to Houston. "I came out to
Steve Yarborough, a Texas born and bred aviation data specialist, said that in Houston,*
closest he gets to snow is on the aviation maps he pores over.
booked a flight to'.
When he saw the weekend storm building up, he said he and his wife
for New YCAt..
Houston
see it firsthand. They got onto the last United Airlines flight to leave
Walked .•
Saturday.
day
all
snow
the
in
"People thought we were crazy," he said."We played
city."
the
over
all
walked
We
storm.
down Park Avenue in the middle of the
canceled
On Monday, the couple waited at LaGuardia Airport. Their morning flight was
flight.
afternoon
an
on
standby
booked
get
but they were able to
And it was worth it.
II
"I just like snow, because we don't see it," he said. "I just think it's incredible."

POOCH:
Shepherd
Border Collie 84 Black
• Adult
Labrador Retriever Mix •
• Male
Eight months • Male
SHELTER HOURS:
MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
For more information contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at(270)7594141
•••:.
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To yaws age
Alter much discussion, the Murray City Council has an attendance
leitx op the table. The reconunen•
&Mid snow
gives council members two absences before they are
docked $150 for missing one of the
two monthly meetings. With a 9-3
vote,
council voted to have City
Warren Hopkins draw up
with the proposed at-

441141,

Amy Roos who has practiced
law for 13 years including the past
Murray, filed earlier this
week for her first political bid as
Piatriet.ludge.
Wand Mrs. Johnny Parker will
cattail their 40th wedding anni'!artlal,On Jan. 28.
is Billie Burton being
by Dr. John Yates,
36 Center for Continuing
trot% and Academic Outreach,
mc
.
e'ption held in honor of her
rptarrelirement.
attending the Acteen
held recently in the Weler of First Baptist Church
Lehmann, Amy Travis
•tplley Travis, Carrie Bell
•
, Autum Alcoa Ridenour,
Katic AlCott Wnght, Paige Alcott
Smith, Kadonna Randolph, Kellie
Williams Kelly, Abby Kelly and
Emily-Jones.
Twisty years ago
-; The Medical Explorer Post 803
of Murray-Calloway County Hospital recently elected officers and
pictured are Ashley Bucy, Mecinda Tyler, Jennifer Burkeen, Sarah
Stallons, Lindsay McNutt, Girtny
Graves, Angela Burket, Summer
roberson, Amy Mangla, Becky
Hubbard and Jennifer Kaminski.
311301) Haley, 12, from Murray,
wip *sin to play in the Mini
Vliuty Gulf Tournament that Vince
Gill hosted in Franklin, Tennessee.
Haley was one of more than 4,000
epic* ia the contest to play in the
teurriluntnt and was one of 52 winners::
Alocal physician is seeking people willing to change their medication to participate in an angina study
currently underway in Murray. Dr.
William Hohman, in conjunction
•

with Four Rivers Clinic Research,is
conducting the study.
Thirty years ago
Eli Alexander, director of pupil
personnel, is shown discussing his
recommendation for a telephone
system to be installed in the Murray
City School System's administrative offices. Pictured with Alexander is Robert Glin Jeffrey, district
superintendent; Doris Cella, school
board chairperson and Tom Rushing, vice chairman.
Paintings by Jerry Speight of
Murray are on display at the Calloway County Public Library.
Forty years ago
Richard Smotherman, 13, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Max Smothennan,
was named first place winner in the
Purchase Area 4-H and FFA Dark
Fired Tobacco Show and Sale held
today in Murray.
Elected as officers of Murray
Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted
Masons were Joe Lasater, Pete Farley, Cecil Lovett, Ila E. Douglas,
Bud F. Stalls, Walter M. King, David Morris,Donnie Newberry,Al K.
Parker,Dee Lamb,R.A. Slinker and
Zane Coleman.
Fifty years ago
Capt. Larry Hosford, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Kirby S. Hosford, has
completed an ordnance officer basic course at Army Ordnance Center and School, Aberdeen Proving
Ground, Maryland.
Mrs. Morris Course directed a
program at a meeting of WSCS
of Coles Campground Methodist
Church held at the home of Mrs.
Ned Coleman.
Sixty years ago
The Harlem Globetrotters will
play the Philadelphia Sphas at Murray State College gym on March 12.
Nearly all tickets have already been
sold.
Troop 15 of Murray Girl Scouts
held a sleepout at the Girl Scout
Cabin on Jan. 13. Mrs. William
Wallace and Mrs. A. H. Rodgers Jr.
are leaders.

Long marriage is left in limbo
by wife's attraction to women
DEAR ABBY: After 27 years it's a parade of tongues.
of marriage, my wife told me she
Their mothers all post photos
is attracted to other women.To my on social media with their tongues
knowledge, she has acted on this hanging out. The children then
only once.
mimic their moms and their photos
Every day I wonder where our are disgusting as well.I would love
relationship to have photos of my children mistands. One nus the slimy organ.
day she can't
Is this accepted behavior in our
see herself society now? Please,can someone
without me; enlighten me as to the inspiration of
the
next, this repulsive action? -- CLOSEDshe says we MOUTHED IN THE SOUTH
dishould
DEAR
CLOSEDvorce. I don't MOUTHED: I suspect it originatknow if I ed back in the 1970s when Gene
should end Simmons of Kiss licked his way to
this or wait to the top of the music charts. Lately,
Dear Abby
see where it Miley Cyrus took up the torch and
by
goes.
is keeping it burning brightly. ChilI will need dren often stick out their tongues
Abigail
counseling if when they are forced to have their
Van Buren
we divorce, picture taken or are trying to be
but currently funny, but I don't think Gene
and
I can't afford it. Yes,I love her, but Miley fall into that category.
Quite
what matters most to me is that she the opposite, in fact.
is happy. I don't have anyone else
to talk to about this. Any suggesDEAR ABBY: Sometimes I'll
tions? -- MR.D.IN CALIFORNIA
call a close friend or business asDEAR MR. D.: After 27 years
sociate for lunch with the goal of
of marriage I can only imagine
how shocking your wife's revela- having a quality one-on-one contion must have been for you. That versation on a wide range of topics.
she is ambivalent about your mar- After the lunch is set, more than
riage must be deeply painful be- one of them has then invited other
cause you are being treated like a people I know,but with whom I do
not have the same quality relationyo-yo.
The book "The Other Side of the ship. It is not a pleasant surprise.
I find it irritating, because it inCloset," by Amity Pierce Buxton,
Ph.D., has been mentioned before variably changes the dynamic of
in my column and has proven help- the conversation. I never say anyful to others in your situation. There thing about it, but it bothers me. Is
is also a support group called the my reaction reasonable,or should I
Straight Spouse Network (www. just roll with this? -- THWARTED
straightspouse.org), which offers IN DALLAS
DEAR THWARTED: Your reemotional support after a wife or
a husband comes out as yours did. action is perfectly reasonable. The
Please don't wait to read the book first time it happened, you should
and visit the website. .1 think you have shared your feelings with the
person who did it. It has happened
will find them comforting.
again because you didn't speak up.
DEAR ABBY: I have a large Now you will have to warn the perfamily consisting of many grand- son you're inviting in advance.
children and great-grandchildren.
Contact Dear Abby at www.
Looking through my photo albums,
I can't complain that I don't have DearAbby.com or P.O.Box 69440,
enough photos of my children, but Los Angeles,CA 90069.

Today In History
Today is Thursday, Jan. 28, the
28th day of 2016. There are 338
days left in the year.
Today's Highlights in History:
On Jan. 28, 1915, the American
merchant vessel SS William P. Frye,
en route to England with a cargo of
wheat, became the first U.S. ship
to be sunk during World War I by a
fiertnah cruiser, the SS Phnz Eitel
Friedrich, even though the United
Scates.was not at war.
'- On this date:
- It 1547, England's King Henry
V11.1 -died; he was succeeded by his

Women in their 40s must weigh
risks, benefits of mammograms
DEAR READERS- In yesterday's column, I answered a question from a 47-year-old woman
who had never had a mammogram
and wondered if she should have
one. She had heard that one group
of experts -the American
Cancer Society (ACS) -had recently
changed its
recommendations
on
this issue.
The readqueser's
raises
tion
Dr. Komaroff
broader
a
by
issue: What
Dr. Anthony are the benefits of reguKomaroff
lar mammograms, and
what are the risks for a woman like
her? A screening test, such as a
mammogram,looks for early signs
of a disease. It aims to catch the
disease in a curable stage. That's
the benefit.
But not everyone has the same
benefit. A woman is more likely
to benefit from a screening test if
her risk of developing the disease
is higher. For example, a woman
whose mother or sister has had
breast cancer is at higher risk for
getting breast cancer herself. Such
women often begin mammograms
before age 40. The new guidelines
we talked about in yesterday's and
today's columns apply only to
women at average risk.
Another important factor that
affects a woman's risk of breast
cancer is her age. Breast cancer is
fairly unusual in women age 40-49,
but becomes more common after
age 50. So the benefits of mammograms are less in women age 40-49
than in women age 50-59.
How great are the benefits in
women age 40-49, like our reader
who asked the question? My Harvard Medical School colleagues
Drs. Nancy Keating and Lydia

Pace estimate that if 10.000 women turning 40 were screened each
year for 10 years, about 200 cases of breast cancer would be discovered. However, in about 100
of those 200 women, the cancer
would be so slow-growing that it
would never spread or cause suffering.
Unfortunately, the opposite also
is true: Some of the 200 women in
whom cancer is discovered will
die anyway, because the cancer
already has spread by the time it
is discovered. My colleagues estimate that, of the 101)00 women
who get annual mammograms,five
will be saved from premature death
caused by breast cancer. That's the
benefit of annual mammograms in
women age 40-49.
Now let's look at the risks in
these 10,000 women receiving
annual mammograms. In about
61)00, a suspicious spot will be
seen on the mammogram. That is,
61)00 women will live for some
time with the fear that they have
cancer. They will have a repeat
mammogram. About 1,000 of
these repeat mammograms still
will look suspicious. This will lead
to a biopsy, which is stressful and
uncomfortable. The biopsies will
find that about 100 women have a
cancer that is at risk to spread.That
is, 100 of the 61)00 women who
were told they might have cancer
will prove to have a cancer that is
truly fearful.
Now, to your question, dear
reader. The new ACS recommendations say that a 47-year-old
woman of average risk for breast
cancer,and without a past mammogram, should get one. I'm hopeful
that my description of the risks and
benefits will help your decision.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions, go
to AskDoctorK.com, or write: Ask
Doctor K,10 Shattuck St.,Second
Floor,Boston,MA 02115.)
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Illata From Hololso
9-year-old son,Edward VI.
In 1973, a cease-fire officially
In 1813, the novel "Pride and went into effect in the Vietnam War.
Prejudice" by Jane Austen was first
In 1977, actor-comedian Freddie
published anonymously in London.
Prinze, 22, co-star of the NBC-TV
In 1945, during World War II, show "Chico and the Man," shot
Allied supplies began reaching Chi- and mortally wounded himself at the
na over the newly reopened Burma
Beverly Comstock Hotel (he died
Road.
the following day).
In 1956, Elvis Presley made his
first national TV appearance on ' In 1980, six U.S. diplbtnati Who
"Stage Show," a CBS program host- hail-1985, the charity supergroup
USA for Africa recorded the Mied by Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey.
In 1962, the last of Washington, chael Jackson-Lionel Richie song
D.C.'s original streetcars made its "We Are the World" at A&M Stufinal run.
dios in Los Angeles.

THE SECRET PAL
Dear Heloise: lam a "secret pal" to a lady in a
NURSING HOME. I asked for the name of someone
who doesn't have any family near or no one who bothers to write or visit.
The nursing homes are glad to find someone, although the only information you can have is the
person's first name and birthday. They tell me preferences,
like chocolate, books, r Ap.• ,
clothing sizes, a stuffedInP
to cuddle with, etc.
••••
I've had so much positive
feedback! I wanted to tell you
about it so maybe others could
do the same. I'm not comfortable visiting a place like this.
The secret pal gives it some
mystery for the patient, so we
by
both are happy. -- A Secret Pal
From Missouri
Heloise
You are a VERY special secret
pal, and I'm sending a big hug
your way. Some people are uncomfortable in nursing
homes, hospitals and assisted-living facilities. This is
a happy hintfor both parties! Thank you so much for
writing. -- Heloise

CLEAN INSIDE BOOTS
Dear Heloise: My husband wears steel-toe work
boots for hours each day,and they cause him to sweat.
He changes socks and washes his feet, but the insides
of the boots have become filthy. The lining isn't removable,and buying a new pair before these wear out
isn't practical.
Do you have suggestions for cleaning these boots?
They're expensive! Thank you. -- Micheline,via email
Yes, I do! This is a very common problem,and not a
new one at that. If you mean that the inside is sort of
"dirty," then put a squirt of hair shampoo into a cup

13 LONDIE®
NOW ABOUT MAKING A LITTLE
EXTRA FOR MY POKER GAME?

DUSTIN R

I RAVE GOT TO GET
DUSTIN TO SIVITCA MY
PHONE FROM THE
DEFAULT RINGTONE—

GONE.1/415 KRE-EAT1N6
TREE HAS OWED IR
THE WHOLE T41146....

ITS 601E...

ACROSS
1 Potter's stuff
5 Long-legged bird
10 Less common
12 "Houseboat" star
13 In harmony
14 Yucca's kin
15 Belief, in brief
16 Fan
18 Chin cover
20 Suffering
21 Stately trees
23 Hosp. parts
24 Sailing vessel
26 Theater award
28 — up (dress)
29 Ride the waves
31 Before today
32 Sofa's cousin
36 Aquatic mammal
39 Simple card game
40 Hirsch of "Milk"
41 Hackneyed
43 Barber's tool
44 Boom variety
45 Pricey
48 Special talent
DOWN
1 "Spectre" star
2 Ranch rope
3 Kitchen come-on
4 Hankering
5 European native
6 Fast food request
7 Speech
8 Partying
9 Prepares to propose
11 GIV98 out new hands

of water and use that to clean the inside. Dampen a
small scrub brush or sponge and scrub, pat and rub
the inside. Use a clean sponge to "rinse off' the shampoo, doing so several times. It may take a day or so to
dry. Turn them UPSIDE DOWN to dry. Hint: Stuff with
crumpled-up newspapers, and change when damp.
To prevent the problem, sprinkle baking soda inside
BEFORE putting on the boots. When clean,spray with
a foot spray, which kills bacteria and odor. He can
spray his feet with antiperspiranadeoelorant, too. Let
me know iikiw,litrir7c.i out. -- Hugs,ijise
PS.: I do this with the boots Ix
riding my
motorcycle, and they are over 35 years old! No smell
either, although they are a little beaten up.

USE OLD KNIVES
Dear Heloise: There are many uses for "Old Kitchen Knives." (The hint was about repurposing old
knives. -- Heloise) They can be used in flower gardens, for cutting single weeds out of the yard, in a
workshop for scrapping, as well as for home projects.
Also, use to cut up cardboard boxes for recycling, and
for crafting duties. -- Don K. in Florida
JEWELRY ON THE GO
Dear Readers: When traveling, don't overpack the
good jewelry! Take just one or two simple and classic
pieces that go with everything. I like chains that mix
and match with other pieces. It's safer,just in case you
might lose something (or have it stolen). -- Heloise
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box 795000,San Antonio, TX 78279-5000,
or you can fax it to 1-210-HELOISE or email it to
Heloise(at)Heloise.com. I can't answer your letter
personally but will use the best hints received in my
column.
(02016 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Mouse alert
Road rescue
City routes
Spot for a workout
Worry
Many a time
Circus stars
Apply
Baling need
Dine at home
Put up
Lotion additive
Maryland player
Hold up
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Burpo's double-double lifts Lady 'Tigers to w;
.ti
!
ALL A GIRLS BASKETBALL STATE TOURNAMENT FIRST ROUND: MURRAY HIGH 64, GREEN COUNTY 48

Staff Report
FRANKFORT - When
Maddie Waldrop and Macey Turley are making plays for the No.
6-ranked Murray High Lady Tigers, it's one thing. When Alexis
Burpo is putting up double-doubles, the rest of the state can just
forget about winning.
That's exactly what happened
Wednesday, when Burpo finished with 23 points on 8 of 13
shooting to go along with a season-high 16 rebounds as MHS
handled its business by defeating
Green County 64-48 in the first
round of the All A Girls Basketball State Tournament at the
Frankfort Convention Center.
After averaging 16 points in
the All A Region 1 Tournament
last week, Turley kept her hot

streak going with 16 points. Waldrop added nine more and Lex
Mayes scored 10 in a starting
role.
Murray High (21-1), which
has now won 15 consecutive
games and for the first time since
2005, came away victorious in
the first round of the All A state
tournament two consecutive
years.
It was a slow start for the Lady
Tigers, going the first 3 minutes
without a field goal as the Lady
Dragons held a 5-3 lead,but Brittany Lawson and Morglien Turley delivered after being called
from the bench earlier than usual.
"We were rusty," MRS head
coach Rechelle lluner said."We
never really could get into a type
of flow. We missed shots we
usually make. It was one of the

biggest plays of the game when
Morghen made a layup to tie it
and Brittany made some big free
throws for us in the first half,too.
Early on, I feel like every time
we made a run, they answered
with one of their own but our
kids played well enough for survive and advance in the end and
that's all that mattered."
Macey Turley's 3-pointer and
steal put Murray High up 14-11
near the end of the first quarter
and the Lady Tigers never trailed
again.
Despite a handful of turnovers in the first half for Murray
High,the difference was evident
at the free-throw line, where the
Lady Tigers took 14 attempts and
Green County had two.
By the end of the first half,
Burpo had played well enough

to overshadow any slow start er won't be forgetting any time
the Lady Tigers might have had soon.
in other areas as Murray High
"Alexis really took advannursed a 30-17 lead. Her 13 tage of the offensive glass and
points and nine rebounds was our kids maintained their comenough for that advantage, but it posure," Turner said. "This is
was up to the other Lady Tigers the first time in a long time our
(5 of 16 shooting in the first half) kids have had to play four quarto put the match on ice.
ters and, how they've reacted
Waldrop found her confi- to the pressure situation of a
dence in the third quarter with full 32-minute game, it really
several blocked shots to derail surprised me, considering the
any momentum Green County amount of rest we've been able
attempted to create. Mayes found to give them in the past."
her groove to send Murray High
The Lady Tigers have the day
ahead by 17 points heading into off before taking on Walton-Verona (15-5) in the All A Girls
the fourth quarter.
While MHS went on to make Basketball State Tournament
only two 3-pointers, it wound quarterfinals 10:30 a.m. Friday.
Walton-Verona advanced by
up a double-digit victory, taking
relevancy out of the statistic. The defeating Presentation Acadelasting impression would be Bur- my 60-51 in another first-round
po's performance, one that Turn- game Wednesday. III

MEN'S BASKETBALL: MURRAY STATE 75, EASTERN KENTUCKY 71
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DAVE WINDER / MSU Sports Information
Murray State's Justin Seymour, left, and Jeffery Moss celebrate the Racers' 75-71 Ohio Valley Conference victory at Eastern
Kentucky's McBrayer Arena on Wednesday in Richmond. MSU's Bryce Jones, front, walks off the court.

Racers overcome Colonels for first road W this year
RICHMOND - A 3-point shot by Justin
Seymour with 22 seconds remaining gave
the Murray State Racers their first road win
of the season in a 75-71 Ohio Valley Conference victory against the Eastern Kentucky
Colonels on Wednesday at McBrayer Arena.
The 159th meeting between these two
founding members of the OVC was sealed
as a Racer win after Gee McGhee hit a pair
of free throws with 9 seconds remaining.
The Racers (12-10) improved to 5-3 in
OVC play and have their first three-game
win streak of the season.
Wayne Langston tossed in 18 points and
grabbed eight rebounds, while Damarcus
Croaker led the Racers with 15 of his 18
points in the first half. Seymour added 12
points on four 3-point baskets. McGhee added Ii points.
Bryce Jones led MSU with eight assists.
Leading 39-36 at the half, the Racers fell
behind the Colonels 58-53 with 7:37 left.
Murray State outscored Eastern Kentucky 13-5 in the last 4 minutes of the game.
The Racers started the game cold, hitting
1 of 8 shots from the field and trailed 10-2.
MSU went on an 11-2 run to tie the game at
15 with 12:35 on the clock on a pair of 3s
from Croaker.
Croaker started the game hitting 5 of 8
shots from the field and had 12 points before the clock ticked under five minutes.

Halfway through the Ohio
Valley Conference season,
Murray State is contending for
a spot in the league's postseason tournament.
The Racers(7-12,3-5), who
secured a 66-56 OVC victory against Eastern Illinois (120.0-9) on Wednesday at the
CFSB Center, moved into a tie
for the No. 8 seed with Morehead State (9-13, 3-5). MSU
holds the tiebreaker after it defeated the Eagles 83-77 on Jan.
2 in Murray.
Murray State has not qualified for the OVC Tournament
field since 2013, when the
Racers were the No.8 seed and
were bounced out of the first
round by Eastern Kentucky.
"I feel excited that we have
a chance at making the OVC
postsPason and I want to play
hard to make sure that we make
it there," said MSU forward
Kyra Gulledge, who scored
team-highs in points (17) and
rebounds (nine) against the
Panthers on Wednesday. "It's
out team goal to get to the
OVC Tournament.So, we want
to work hard to get there."
A Gulledge layup from the
paint with 3 1/2 minutes to
go in the third quarter broke a
41-all tie and sparked MSU's
25-15 run during the final 13
1/2 minutes. She finished 6
of 8 from the field and was a
big factor in the Racers' 32-14
edge in inside scoring.
"I joked with our coaches
that Kyra could get 30(points),

if she caught the batl deinly every time," Murray State
head coach Rob Cross said.
"Her teammates did a good job
finding her.(Because ERJ)was
over-helping on penetration,
they left Kyra the opportunity
to get baskets. I'm glad we- re,
warded her because she busts
her tail to rebound for our team
.
.
and play defense."
eight points damsel
three quarters, leading scorer
Ke'Shunan James (17 points)
lifted the Racers in the -final
period. She had nine of MSU's
last 19 points, includink''a
jumper that handed ,,t4rmay
State a 62-56 lead WAS
left.
'
The Racers closed otkOteir
seventh win this seiisi:#1' ;.!
also the 100th win for cross at
MSU - by producing lip final
four points. Ajee Smitli hit a
pair of free throws with;69 seoands remaining before4JItshae
Lee and Abna Gull
added a free throw in
40 seconds.
"Down the stretch,'
the plays we needed.
We made enough freg tihgt.vs
to seal the deal," Came'std.
"There was one play ma* by
Abria Gulledge. who.husk- a
bit of a freshman defensive
mistake when she wArt,*ring
to guard the 3-point lineligla a
a
little under a minute le
in
got too close to(EIU's
Johnson), who went
the basket. Instead of
and fouling,Abria hus
into the play, got the
III See RACERS,P0010
•..

Seymour and Jones followed with 3-point
baskets and the Racers led 33-27 with 4:36
before halftime.
Murray State gave up no offensive rebounds to the Colonels in the game and tied
a season-high with eight 3-pointers. The
Racers also had eight in the first half against
Evansville.
Murray State began a three-game road
swing at Eastern Kentucky. That continues
Saturday at UT Martin, where the Racers tip
at 3 p.m. in a game that will be aired on CBS
Sports Network. Next week, MSU plays at
Southeast Missouri on Feb. 4.•

By DAVE WINDER
MSU Sports InformationW
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DONNIE PASeHALI..
The Ledger & Times file pnotor
Murray High's Alexis Burpo
attempts a layup against Owensboro Catholic on Jan. 12
at Taylor Gymnasium.
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WOMEN'S BASKETBALL:
MURRAY STATE 66, EASTERN ILLINOIS 56

By JEFF AREPU
Sports Editor
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PAURRAY STATE 75,
EASTERN KEIITUCKY 71
weausews Ratan
At*Aram Arena, Mcareard
MURRAY STATE (11-10,5-31: Wayne LAS=6-8 18, Bryce
Croaker 7-11
Jones 1-764 9, Jeffery Mors 3-8 0-0 7,
0-0 0-0 0, Justin
1-3 15, Ilse McGhee 4-9 3-4 11, Charles
0-0 12. Totals: 25-53(472%)16-21(112%)75.
Jere:eon 7-4 5-6
ABITUCKY (12-11,
10, Nee McGlone 1-4 0-0 3, teck Mayo 10-16 1-1 22, Jaylen
Babb-lardeon 0-0 0-0 0,.MMontee Haulers 348-1 15, Anal
FIMediel642-3 21, AIMS Pavel 0-2 0-0 0,MOW/ Pratt Jr. 0-0
0-00. Wilt 24-44(54.5%) 16-111 ps.suu 71.
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Mo :
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DAVE WINDER / MSU Sports Information
Murray State's Damarcus Croaker reacts after attempting a 3-pointer against
Eastern Kentucky.

DONNIE PASCHALL / The Ledger & Times
Murray State's Kyra Gulledge looks to shoot against Eastern
Illinois during an Ohio Valley Conference game Wedneeday
at the CFSB Center.
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AREA SCHEDULE

Today's Wawa
BOYS MSKETbi
7 pill
illtrti141 Tournament first round: Murray
ve
_Ask, Bosun Frankfort Calrrtion
/ blILS usairrsau.
gait'
7:30 pax
- •
• A:Maty at Came County

--;.:77,:Z5PORTS ON Tv
6611111B
- lum SASKETIALL
....'"•44“. a
5 p.m
-Robert Morris at Mount St Marys
-Iowa at Ideryline
Nelre DM at Synods
OPed -Oncleoll at LICsen
11:39 pax
PSI-UAJ at Waders Kolb*

*4

=
St II
91*-SE Missouri at SIU-Ebarardsvele
ESN- Palchigiin St at Northwestern
ESP112-Oregon at Arizona
ESPNU-Richmond at George Washington
8 p.m.
FS1 -Washington at UCLA
10 p.m
ESPOJ- Loyola Maronount at BYU
GOLF
5 am.
GOLF-Eschew PGA Tour, COMING* Bank
Mir Misters,second round, at Doha, Qatar
woo Lm.
GOLF - LPGA Tour, Pure Silk Bahamas LPGA
Classic,first round, at Paradise Wand, Bahamas
2 p.m.
GOLF - PGA Tour, Farmers Insurance Open,
first round, at San Diego
7 p.m.
GOLF - Asian Tour, MIK Singapore Open,
second round, at Singapore
3 a.m.(Friday)
GOLF-European PGA Tour, Commercial Bank
Oster Masters, third round, at Doha, Qatar
NBA
7 p.m.
TNT- New York at Toronto
9:30 p.m.
TNT- Chicago at LA Lakers
TENNIS
2:30 a.m.(Friday)
ESF'N-Australian Open, men's semifinals, at
Melbourne, Australia
WOMEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
Spin.
BIN - Northwestern at Ohio St
SEC-Auburn at Georgia
8 p.m.
SEC -Tennessee at Mississippi St

HOCKEY
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Aiwa BMW
W L OT Pb GF GA
29 15 5 63 135 108
Fiords
27 18 4 58 1)3 117
TunpsBay
25 16 8 58 122 124
Detroit
Boehm
zs 18 5 57 147 131
24 22 4 52 136 134
Montreal
Ottawa
23 21 8 52 139 155
Bufbio
20 26 4 44 114 136
Tome
17 22 9 43 114 134
Metropolltin Weise
W L OT Pb GF GA
36 8 4 74 158 104
Washington
27 17 5 59 142 129
KY. Ringers
N.Y. linden
25 16 6 55 130 118
24 17 7 55 121 120
Pittsburgh
New Jersey
25 20 5 55 114 118
23 20 8 54 123 135
Carolina
21 15 8 50 109 127
Philadelphia
Columbus
19 V 5 43 133 163
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Cabral *vision
W 1. OT Pts GF GA
Chicago
33 16 4 70 147 122
31 14 5 67 152 133
Dallas
St Louts
ze 16 8 64 129 125
C0101700
27 22 3 57 143 142
Nachallle
24 18 8 56 129 131
23 17 9 55 121 115
lemesota
88olm
22 24 3 47 126 140
Padre beim
W L OT Pb GF GA
30 15 3 63 129 113
Los Angeies
26 18 4 56 142 129
San Jose
24 20 5 53 131 146
Arizona
Aidielm
22 15 7 51 101 111
20 19 11 51 122 139
Vancouver
Calory
21 24 3 45 125 146
19 26 5 4.3 122 149
Ecknonton
NOTE Two points for a win, one point for overtime
IOW
Wednesdays Results
Tamps Bay 1, Toronto 0
Phibbiphe 4, Washington 3,01
Nesellis 2,Calgary 1
Colorado 4,Los Angeles 3
Todays Games
No games scheduled
Friday's Games
W games scheduled

PRO BASKETBALL

PRO FOOTBALL
NFL PLAYOFFS
Wild-Card Round
Jew 9 Results
Kamm Cab 30, Houston 0
Pittsburgh 18, Unarm* 16
Jan.10 Results
Seethe 10, Minnesota 9
Green Bay 35 at Washington 18
°Malone Playoffs
Jaw 16 Results
New England 27,Kansas 011y 20
Anzona 26,Green Bay 20,OT
Jen.17 Reads
Carobs 31,Sedge 24
Deaver 23,Plesburgh 16
Cordirence Cluoplonships
Sunday's Resseb
b1C
Denver 20, New England 15
NFC
Carolina 49, Anzona 15

MBA
EASTERN CONFERB10E
Atlantic DMsion
Tororno
Boston
New York
Brodayn
Philadelphta
Atlanta
Miami
Charlotte
Washington
Orlando

=I°

30
15
21
26
77
25
12
34
40
7
Southeast Ethilsion
L
W
20
27
21
25
24
22
23
20
24
20
Centre Division
L
W
12
32
19
25
21
25
22
23

Pct
667
5
553
9
468
.261 18%
149
24
Pct
.574
.543
.4713
.465
.455
Pct
727
.5M
.543
511

27
29
WESTERN CONFERBICE
Southwest Mien%
W
I
39
7
San Antonio
26
kiemplis
20
Deans
22
25
25
Hourion
23
Nevi Oreans
16
Northwest Maim
W
L
36
Oklahoma City
13
26
21
Portland
20
Utah
29
17
Denver
33
14
Minnesota
Peden Deleem
L
W
4
42
Gotten Stale
16
30
Lk Ciphers
25
20
Sacramento
33
14
Phoenix
9
LA Laken
35
Wednomday's Results
(3kweland 115, Phoenix 93
Boston 111, Denver 103
Detroit 110, beindelpita 97
Weft= City 126, Mimesis 123
San Antonio 130, Houston 99
LA Clippers 85,Manta 83
Utah 102,Charlotte 73
Golden State 127,Dallas 107
Ibiley's Gress
Atlanta at Ides6 p.m.
Denver at Washington,6 p.m.
Sacramento at New Orleans,7 p.m
Alhoulose at Memphis, 7 p.m.
New York at Toronto, 7 p.m.
Chicago at LA Leiters,9:30 p.m
knees Games
Orlando at Boston,6:30 p.m.
Oevelend at Detroit, 6:30 p.m.
Phoerix at New York,6:30 p.m.
and at Manaulise,7 p.m
Hanlon at%Nem'Clly, 7 p.m.
Bnxiklyn at Doles,730 p.m.
Almada at Utah,8 p.m.
Charlotte at Poniard,9 p.m.
LA Lakars at LA Clippers,930 p.m.
Milwaulusi

Pro WO
Smiley" Gems
At Honolulu
Teem Rice n Teem Men,6 pm.(BM
Supw Bowl
FdejGsnw
At Sanas Clod Cale
Demo( vs. Carolina 5:30 p.m.(CBS)

GB
1%
5
GB
7
B

2
1
426 13/
GB

Pd

13
14
15
22
GO

pot

1314
154
17
2054
Pd

GB

12
2
/
211
296 25%
191 33%

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
MEN
AP TOP 25 FARB)
Wednesday's Rssulb
1. Oklahoma (17-2) did not play Next vs. TCU,
Tuesday
2. North Carolina (18-2) did not play Next vs.
Boston College, Saturday
3. lows(18-3)dkl not play. Next at No. 8 Maryland,today
1. Kansas (16-4) did not piny. Next vs. No. 20
Writucky, Saturday
5. Texas AGM (17-3) loot to Arkansas 74-71.
Next vs No. 14 Iowa State, Saturday.
6. Villanova (17-3) did not play. Nut at St
John's, Sunday.
7. Kayla (18-2) did not play. Next at DePaid,
Saturday.
fl. Maryland (17-3) did not play Next vs. No.
3 Iowa. today
9. West Virginia (17-3) did not pity. Next at
Florida, Saturday.
10. Providence (17-4) did not play Next at
Georgetown, Saturdayy.
11. Virginia (16-4) did not play. Next at No. 16
Louisville, Saturday.
12. Midegan State (17-4) did not play. Next at
Northwestern, today.
13. SMU (18-1) did not play. Next vs. Memphis, Saturday.
14, Iowa Stab (16-4)did not day. Next at No.
5 Texas A&M,Saturday.
15. Miami (16-3) did not play. Next at N.C.
State, Saturday.
Tech 6141
11 Louisville 1,
7Zikbast
,
11,
Next vs. No. 11
17. Baylor (16-4) beat Oklahoma State 69-65.

alma
emismia,
nimbi
0 poem
0 rebounds,
0 meals,
0ark
0 beds
Wednesery
Illenosee

Next vs. Georgia, Saturday.
I& Mona (16-4) did not play Next vs. No.
23 OPMML NOM
It Mama(17-4) ed not play Next vs. Minll 6-4) beet lemon 66-54. Nast
imittihy
111
70.
at No. 4 Mous,Silures,.
21. Purdue (18-4) bed Minnesota 68-64. Next
vs. Peetraiiis, Saturday
22. Wichita Site(1-5)best Loyd" of Chicago
50-54. Next at Evenrolle, Sunday.
23. Oregon (16-4) did not piny. Next I No. 16
Moro today.
24. Duke (15-6) did not piny. Next at Georgia
Tech,
ldirtione (14-5) did not play. Oat at
licire
25.lim
SrliGUK today
SWAIM
AMMAN ATHLETIC
Moral
Celeriacs
V/ I. PM W L PM
7 1 .875 18 1 .947
SMU
4 2 A87 14 5 .737
UConn
Cincinnati
5 3 .625 15 6 .714
5 3 125 13 7 1150
Tulsa
Ternple
5 3 A25 11 8 .579
Memphis
4 3 .571 13 7 .650
UCF
4 3 .571 10 8 .556
4 4 .500 14 6 .700
Houston
2 6 .250 10 11 .476
East Carolina
2 7 222 5 17 .227
South Florida
1 8 .111 8 14 .364
Rem
Wednesday% Results
East Carobs 64,Tends 61
Houston 81,Tile 05
South Florida 73, Wane 03
Today's 6ann
Cincimati at UConn,6 p.m
AT1A/cf1C COAST
Conference
Overal
Pot VI I PO
•
7 0 1.000 18 2 .903
North Carolina
Louisville
8 1 267 17 3 .1150
Clemson
6 2 .750 13 7 .650
5 2 .714 16 3 .842
Mane
5 2 .714 14 5 .737
Notre Darns
Pittsburgh
5 3 .625 18 4 .800
5 3 .525 16 4 .800
*OW
4 4 .500 15 6 .714
Duke
4 4 .500 12 9 .571
Virginia Tsai
3 5 .375 13 7 MO
Florida St
3 5 .375 13 5 .619
Syrecine
2 5 .256 12 8 .000
Georgia Tech
1 7 .125 11 10 .524
NC Stets
1 7 .125 10 10 .500
Wake Forest
0 7 .000 7 13 .350
Boston College
Wednsedays Rends
Clemson 73,Pfteurp 110
Georgia Tech 93, NC ftle
63
Louisville 91,Virginia %di 83
Today's Game
Notre Dame at Syraand 6 p.m.
ATIANT1C SUN
Owed
Colima
te I Pot W I Pot
6 0 1.000 17 6 .739
N. Florida
4 2 .687 13 9 .591
Rorida Gulf Coast
4 2 .867 12 11 .522
Jackesmille
3 3 .500 7 16 .304
Upecomb
2 4 .333 11 11 .500
PUT
2 4 .333 814 .384
Stebton
2 4 .333 6 16 .273
Kennesaw St.
1 5 .167 7 16 .304
SC-Upstate
Weditesdrfs Results
Lipscomb 81, NIT 72
Kennesaw St 78,SC-Upstate 75
Jacksonsbe 75,Fiords Gulf Coast 69
Marquette 74, Stetson 60
Today' Games
No pones scheduled

Iowa
Mama
littrybind

BIG TBI
Carearesen
W L Pot
7 0 1.000
7 1 .575
5 2 .750

Overall
W I Pct
16 3 .M2
17 4 .810
17 3 .850

iiirt

COMMENCE USA
Omni
Gunkronos
W I Pot W I Pct
UAB
7 0 1.000 17 3 .860
Sikkim Tennessee
6 1 .7/57 14 5 .737
Moshe"
11 1 057 10 10 .500
Fill
5 2 .714 11 9 .550
touters To*
3 3 .500 14 5 .737
UTEP
3 4 .429 11 9 .550
3 4 .429 10 10 .503
ON Dominion
3 4 .429 613 .316
COON,
3 4 .429 515 250
FALI
512 294
2
Southern lies.
W Kentiadq
2 5 :2116 10 10 .500
North Tons
2 5 .256 713 .350
UTSA
2 5 .286 416 200
New
1 6 .143 614 .300
Widnieseres Remits
No games scheduled
Today% Gams
Old Dominion at FAII,6 p.m
Choloas at FRU,5 p.m.
Mackie Tameness at Medial,6
11461W Kantudq,6.33
1.17SA at Louleiene Tech,6.30
IMP at Southern Mies.,%7
1y
0100
Eno Mein
bard
Cealrenes
W L Pd VI I Pd
7 0 1.000 15 6 .714
Belmont
5 1 .833 14 5 .737
Tennessee St.
6 2 .750 14 7 167
Tennessee Tech
5 3 .625 11 9 .550
Morehead St
4 4 .500 8 15 .348
Jacksonville St.
E Kentucky
3 5 .375 12 11 .522
West Melon
Overall
Conference
W L Pd S L Pet
5 3 .625 11 10 .524
Murny St
4 4 .500 713 .350
E Nikes
2 4 .333 911 .450
UT Marlin
2 6 .250 914 .391
Austin Pay
1 6 .143 416 .200
SE INesouri
1 7 .125 4 16 200
Sal-Echterdeide
Ifiledissiders Miele
Morehead St 75,Austin Pay 65
Murray SL 75,E Kentucky 71
Today's WINS
UT MOM at E. boob 7 pm
Belmont at Jackenvile St.,7 pm.
SE Missouri at SLI-UwardmillM I ism.
Tennessee St at Tenneco.Tech,8 p.m.
MISSOURI VALI.ff
Overall
Conference
W L Pet W L Pd
0 1.030 15 5 .750
WChrta St
1 157 17 3 .1150
Minois
2 .750 17 4 .810
Pandas
3 .057 12 9 .571
Indians St
3 .17187 12 10 .545
Wide St
4 .500 812 .400
Mame St
6.333 11 11 .500
N. Iowa
7 222 9 12 .429
Lords,CIMM10
1 8 .111 319 .138
Bradley
0 9 .000 516 .236
flake
Wednesday's Resale
Indiana St 68,1Assourl St 59
N. Iowa 68, Bradley 50
Wichita St so,Liz=a1MRII0 54
Games
socurs
Evansville at S. Illin

Teocas MaN
Kentucky
LSU
South Carolers
Florida
Georgia
Vanderbilt
Arians.
klississipp
Tennessee
Auburn
Alabama
Mississippi St

Cornerince
W I Pet
7 1 .1375
6 2 .750
6 2 .750
5 2 .714
5 3 .825
4 4 .500
4 4 .500
4 4 .500
3 5 .375
3 5 .375
3 5 .375
2 5 .2116
1 6 .143

$ 12 ALO

lekaims 74,2E1111AM 71
Mere 53
111, kibeemel
MAW.Imre
No gams sdellued
WM=
HT TOP 25 PINIEB
Wieboollers blealb
Nat illasa 94-30. Next vs.
UConn
Saturday.
:h Casaba 09-05 OM not Miryy. Next vs
Illemelppl, tears
3. Noire Dame (19-1) Id not plw Nott
Geor Teal, 10d.f.
4. Artier czo-i) bee Tons Tech 110.45 Nett
▪ No. 24 West Veglie. Sedday
5. per=16-2) beet Penn Stale es-se.
Next vs.
astdZessis 70-46. Next at
6. Teas (111-1)Srl
Kansis SINK Sallardey
did not playy. Next vs.
(15-4)
Oda
7. Ode

it

1

(Z,ntORIKEt,
N.)

1 6 .143

$ 2 750 18
0 3 IV HI
5 3 AGA 13
4 4 500 17
4 4 .500 12
4 4 .500 12
3 5 375 15
2 5 .3111 10 1
2 6 .350 111
o s .000 61
0 9 .000 61
Weilasseny's Neoults
Maw 811, Riagers 57
Puree IS, kilmode 84
Tedoy's Gismo
cm at leareand 6 p.m
Oho St at Weis, pin
kactegan St at WrIlwassieni,5 p.m
Meow
Pisan
OW St
Micresse St
Netweria
Silecorien
Nortimesern
boom
Penn St
Fuson
pammie

1

ii=ables (17-3) did not ribs Next at
Nirliv
illittels (16-3) did not piwy lied vs
k
Oier
Artarne,
10. wsA&M (14-5) die not Mrs Nat at Al▪ Moe (16-4) did not Pey Next at
Roes
Mae FOWL NOW
12.1Maludiyy.
05-3)did not play Neat ft Vanderbilt. to
13. lillselesIppi Sties (17-4) did not play. Neat
vs. No. 19 Tennessee, trideS
14. Leda,(15-5) did not play. Next ve.
Clemson, bdry
15. UCLA (14-5) dld not play. Next at Colorado,
Frldey.
Titddid not playy. Nat vs. No.
16. bedord Vii
25 Wthlinles,
not day. Next at/wills
17. NNW (17-3)
Mgt lofty
bed Purdue as-es.
(15-4)
State
18. Wiese
Next atblieeleb.
(12-7) did not dry. Next at No.
19.
13 Mesied$0 See,ddly
20. Sea ROMs (14-5) beat Houston 73-49.
Plait at 59EU.Swifts
21. Okblionte (14-5) beat No. 24 Wee Virginia
57-54. Not at Iowa State, Saturday.
22 Nino*/ (16-4) dkl not play. Next vs. LSU,
Odra
23. DePaul (15-6) did not play Neat vs. Seim
MK Edam.
24, Wed Virginia (18-5) lost to No. 21 °Idahoma 57-54. Next as. No. 4 Baylor, Saturday.
(15-4)die not piny. Next at No
25.ftehin
16 Stanford, Friday.
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SPORTS HISTORY
JAN.25
1901 - The American League is founded.
The league plans for a 140-game schoble, set
player rosters at 14 and recognizes be Players
Probe:Ws Assandion,the dryers unim
1943 - Max Bentley of the Mow Black
Hawks Wsfar gods and hires meldi lie 10-1
rout of the New York Ringers. Bentley scored d
tour goon widen assist In the third period. Max',
brolher, Doug, has four assets In the third period.
1949- Monts Irvin and Font Smith are
signed by the New York Giants. They we the fret
dock players to sip with the dub.
1964 - Wayne Grstzkys word 51-game
scoring streak is when the Angeles Kings post
s4-2 victory. Over the 51 games, Gretzky scored
61 goes and 92 weds.
1990- The San Francisco 49ers best the
Denver Broncos 55-10 In the most lopsided
Super Bowl. The Mors we the first repeat NFL
champion in a decade and he the fltbiburgh
Stesiers with four Super Bowl wins
2001 - Baltimore's defense becks up lb
bragging by beating the New York Giants 34-7 in
the Super Bove The Ravens intercept Kerry Collins four times, the final pick returned 49 yards
kr a touchdown by Duane Starts.
2007 - Roger F-ederer captures his 10th
Grand Slam snobs Ws without dropping a set
at the Australian Open, boding Fernando Gonzalez 7-6(2), 6-4, 6-4. The last man M go through
a mayor without dropping a set was born Borg at
Use 1960 French Open.
2011 -°Whom'Stale shuts out Noreen
Colorado 44-0 to become be second Deem
I wrestling program hi KM Weary le reach
1,033 wins in dual wicks& Okiehoms Stalk
winner of in NCAA recoil 34 emu Naomi
chompionahips,Meis lova Stde esas only programs with at lest 1,000 *ins.
2012 - Mode Annaba rods bree-Nme
Grind Mee deter Male Skarldeva 5-3,6-0 10
win the Austrellem Open. kennel becomes the
ISM warner to earn the Na 1 spot Niter winning
her first MOO( Ws

Overall
W L Pd
17 3 850
16 4 .800
13 7 .650
18 2 900
13 7 .550
11 7 .611
12 8 .500
10 10 .500
13 7 .850
10 10 .500
910 .474
11 11 .579
8 11 .411
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MEN'S BASKETBALL ROUNDUP

distributo

Wildcats hammer Tigers

of critic
providers

Sef

The Associated Press
LEXINGTON

-

After

looking somewhat wobbly a
couple of weeks ago, No. 20

stretching its lead to at least 4()

No.16 Louisville 91,
Virginia Tech 83

points in the second half.
"We are playing desperate

BLACKSBURG, Va.

now," Kentucky coach John

-

Calipari said. "We are playing with an attitude. Refuse to

When it's right, Damion Lee's
shooting stroke is so sweet that

lose."

some might describe it as a

Good shooting was the key
again for Kentucky, which

work of art.
It was just that Wednesday

forward Derek Willis for giving

made 52 percent from the field

the Wildcats another option that

after hitting 55 percent against

night when No. 16 Louisville
needed all the help it could get

has brought a little more swag-

Vanderbilt.
Willis was a big part of the

to hold off a relentless Virginia
Tech team at home.
"Definitely one of those
nights," Lee said after hitting
his first six 3-point shots, 11

Kentucky appears to have regained its footing and is even
playing with an edge.
Credit soft-spoken junior

ger.

avu

Israel
Maker
Judah I
towns
upon the
sume thi

Tyler Ulis scored 20 points,

Wildcats' accuracy, going 6 of

Willis added a career-best 18
and Kentucky used an ear-

9 from the floor - including
4 for 5 on 3-pointers. He also

ly 20-0 run to blow past outmanned Missouri 88-54 on

grabbed 12 rebounds for his
second double-double in four

of 12 free throws and scoring

Wednesday night.

games, a major improvement
after being on the periphery of

against the Hokies. "Once you
see it go in once, your confi-

Kentucky's rotation for much

dence builds up."

of his career.
"I am still building more
confidence, but I just want to

Lee's early marksmanship
eventually rubbed off on team-

Call tc

mate Trey Lewis,who shot 4 of
ion 3s and scored 20 of his 22

270

points in the second half, helping the defense-led Cardinals.

INDE

The Wildcats (16-4, 6-2
Southeastern Conference) had
it easy in improving to 9-0
against Missouri and winning
third straight overall.
Kentucky spotted the Tigers

their

an opening layup by Wes Clark
before the big spurt that quickly

have a mindset to win," said the
6-foot-9 Willis, who also had
two blocks in 25 minutes."

29 points in a 91-83 victory

Goa'

to L

Ma

IN

put the game out of reach,twice

Accepting

Three
Babies
Classifil
Comics
Commu

new clients!
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Obituar
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Worship

DONNIE PASCHALL / The Ledger & Times

Murray State's Jashae Lee against Eastern Illinois during an Ohio Valley Conference game
Wednesday at the CFSB Center.

•Racers...
From Page 9

The Racers are back in OVC
action Saturday, when Murray
State travels to play UT Martin
•
at 12 p.m.

and was fouled after (Johnson)
missed a layup. I thought that
was a big play."
Lee added nine points and six
rebounds, while Abria Gulledge
had six points and six rebounds.
Murray State, which broke
all three ties in the contest, never
trailed against the Panthers.
Eastern Illinois was led by
Grace Lennox (12 points). Erie* Brown (11) and Shakita Cox
(101.

MURRAY STATE 66,
EASTERN IWNOIS 56
Weeiamders Rome
Al CM Cesar
EASTERN WINS(1-31,0-* Phylicia Johnson 2-5 2-28. KAM ibillerd 01 0-00,
Lennox 3-10 4-4 12, KOMI Cleralre 0-1 0.00,
Efts Brown 5-90-0 11,Cisme Telex 2-4 0-0 6,
Meld Merleon 0-1 2-2 2, Neils Slug 2-$ 0-0 4,
Ortile Boyer 0-0 0-0 0, guide Cm 3-9 2-2 10,
Melte Seib 2-3 1-2 5 Totals 19-45 (3871%)
i7714431
11Zir
(7-12 3-6). eass Smith 0-2
2-2 2, Jasmine Borders 14 0-2 3, Kelhunin
Janes 6-15 6-$ 17 Denise. Plaine 0-0 0-0 0,
Wee Wright 1-7 0-02. Lad Need 1-3 0-0 2.
Wye Odle* 6-8 5-7 17, Bianca Babic 3-40-0

Gram

11, Al. Gulledge 1t5 4-7 6, Mahe' Las 3-93-4
9. Totes: 22-57(Mb%)19-25 WPM 00.
10 13 23 10 - BS
Emden' 11111ndi
Mesmy Slab
13 16 1919 - N
-POSIT 9011.1: Eaderm Unels 7-163 (Limo
2-2. Taw 2-4, Cox 2-4, Brown 1-1, Smith 0-1,
Johnson 0-2,Stull 0-2t Mime Stele 3-15(Babic
0-1,Lae 0-1, Smith
2-2, Borden 1-3. A.
Esteem Ends 36
0-2, might 0-3).
(Smith 9. Brown 6, Stull 6, Cox 3, TEAM 4, Jenson 2. Stewart 2, Teem, Madam* aye'ads
9, A. Gulledge 6, Les 6, TEAM
37 (X.
3, SirElonters, Cause}
6, James 4,
Eastern Meson
TOTAL FOULS
22 (nor* Mum Stale 13 Mosel TECINICAL
MKS: Nona WHIM Wise Mils 14 5.1non 4, Co 4, Johnsto & TIMIN
,
iT
tilltr
SIM, 11 lima 4, WrW 2, Lasirriki
Guise" A. Mdidge). SIM& Eastern Mole
8 (Brown 2, billb 2, Lennox, SM,Soya Cats
Surrey Side 10 (Ames 5, A. Weed's 2, Lee
2, Smith). /LOOM. 1114011: Eastern En* 2
K.
IRIL
SIT
Madison); Munedrelo
A. Gulledge.
ends 4; Mum Stale 13.

1
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